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Current small sat propulsion systems require a substantial mass fraction of the vehicle 
involving tradeoffs between useful payload mass and maneuverability. This is also an issue 
with available attitude control systems which are either quickly saturated reaction wheels 
or movable high drag surfaces with long response times. What is needed is a low mass, low 
power self-contained propulsion unit that can be easily installed and modeled.  
The proposed Film-Evaporation MEMS Tunable Array (FEMTA) exploits the small 
scale surface tension effect in conjunction with temperature dependent vapor pressure to 
realize a thermal valving system. The local vapor pressure is increased by resistive film 
heating until it exceeds meniscus strength in the nozzle inducing vacuum boiling which 
provides a stagnation pressure equal to vapor pressure at that point which is used for 
propulsion. The heat of vaporization is drawn from the bulk fluid and is replaced by either 
an integrated heater or waste heat from the vehicle. 
Proof of concept was initially achieved with a macroscale device made possible by 
using ethylene glycol, which has a low vapor pressure and high surface tension, as the 
xi 
    
lx
i 
working fluid. Both the thermal valving effect and cooling feature were demonstrated 
though at reduced performance than would be expected for water. 
Three generations of prototype FEMTA devices have been fabricated at Birck 
Nanotechnology Center on 200 and 500 micrometer thick silicon wafers. Preliminary 
testing on first generation models had tenuously demonstrated behavior consistent with the 
macroscale tests but there was not enough data for solid confirmation. Some reliability 
issues had arisen with the integrated heaters which were only partially alleviated in the 
second generation of FEMTAs. This led to a third generation and two changes in heater 
material until a chemically resilient material was found. 
The third generation of microthrusters were tested on the microNewton thrust stand at 
Purdue’s High Vacuum Lab and confirmed the thermal valving concept. Simultaneous 
thrust and mass flow measurements were obtained for Gen 3 FEMTAs with nozzle aspect 
ratios 2 and 4. A mass flow measurement system based on real time pressure histories was 
developed with an accuracy of 8.8% up to 50 sccm.The microthrusters will also undergo 
thermal testing at the Goddard Space Flight Centers’ ThermalVac environmental testing 
facility whenever device lifetime can be extended to the several week time frame needed 
to provide reliable data. Based on tests at 7 different power levels the aspect ratio 4 nozzles 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 Motivation and Research Objectives 
Miniaturization of electronic systems and sensors has created a new class of spacecraft 
which can perform the same missions as previous bulky and energy demanding machines 
but at a fraction of the mass and power. As the space industry shifts toward the private 
domain new technologies will be driven by economics. Large, complex, and expensive can 
give way to the small and affordable as long as functionality and reliability are not 
compromised. As launch costs are mass and volume based smaller satellites and probes are 
gaining popularity. A 1U cubesat (a 10 cm cube with 1.33 kg maximum mass) can be 
launched for as little as $50,000[1] so that new markets are emerging in academia [2], 
developing nations [3], small businesses [4], and even high schools [5]. 
Applications of pico and nano-sats include disposable short-term surveillance and 
communication missions in LEO, Lunar and planetary orbits [6], telemetry relays for orbit 
insertions and shadowed flybys, and upper atmospheric mapping. These smallsats can 
provide a cost effective solution where massive systems are not needed [7]. There are 
however no mature technologies currently available for tunable propulsion and precise 
attitude control at this scale without sacrificing a substantial mass fraction of the vehicle.[8] 
A list of propulsion options currently being explored is found in Table 1.1.
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*Does not include mass or volume of propellant or PPU 
Propulsion Type ISP Thrust Power Voltage Size* Mass* 
Hall/Ion [9][10][11][12] 300-3,700 s  2-12 mN 50-300 W 0.1-1 kV ≤5 cmφ ≤ 1 kg 
Cold Gas[13] 40-80 s 0.5-50 mN ~ 1 W <20 V 0.1-10cm3 0.01-0.5kg 
Electrothermal[14][15] 50-250 s ≤200 mN 5-300 W 1-10 V 1-25 cm3 0.1-1kg 
MEMs/Solid[16] 100-300 s 0.5-20μN·s- 10 mW       --   0.1-10cm3 0.01-0.5kg 
Solar Sail[17] -- 460µN -- -- 100 m2 100 g 
FEEP[18] 450-8,000 s 1μ-.1 mN 10-100 W 1-10 kV ~100 cm3 0.1-1 kg 
Vacuum Arc Thruster 
(VAT)[19][20][21] 
1000 – 3000 
s 
.1 – 10 µN 1-100 W   150 g 
Electrospray 
array/Colloidal[22][23] 
~ 3,000 s 5 - 36 μN 2 – 24.6 W 0.5-2kV 113 mm2  5 g 
Pulsed Plasma Thruster 
(PPT)[24][25][26] 
266 s 61-264µN 15 36 W 2.8 kV  4.5 kg 
Cubesat 
Ambipolar[27][28 
~1000 s 1 mN 10 – 50 W  ~2000 cm3 2 kg 
Heated Helicon[29] ~ 3,000 s 1.5 mN     
FEMTA 50 – 95 s ≤500 μN 70 mW <5 V 0.05 cm3 <.1 g 
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The plot in Figure 1.1-1 compares the power to thrust options that are available or are 
currently in development. Liquid chemical micropropulsion options for small satellite 
systems (i.e. cube-sats, nano-sats, pico-sats) are currently limited by feed system 
complexity and viscous effects, which dominate low Reynolds number flows, inhibiting 
efficient operation at low thrust levels[30]. MEMS solid thruster arrays can provide high 
thrust at low power but is pulsed with a limited number of impulse bits which can vary as 
much as 19% and have been known to cross fire[31]. 
Electric propulsion offers high Isp but with high power/thrust demands and require 
power supplies which are bulky, complex, and expensive [32]. High Isp types of electric 
propulsion rely on high voltage plasma systems that are more susceptible to radiation 
damage and therefore have to be specially designed and constructed which increases cost 
and thus the overall micropropulsion systems size is the key challenge.   
 

























Max power–min thrust 
for 1U cubesat 
Helicon 
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Solar sails are an option if interplanetary flight is required though difficult to control 
and has no attitude correction ability. The solar flux can produce about 4.6 µN/m2 [17] 
thrust at Earth’s orbit so the thrust level found in Table 1.1 was for 100 m2 of sail with mass 
of 1 g/m2. These sails require a rigid frame such that the perimeter to area ratio is larger for 
small sails so thrust to mass is reduced at small scale. Also they can only be controlled by 
shifting the center of gravity of the vehicle in relation to the center of pressure which 
requires a mechanical actuation system adding more mass and complexity [17].  
Unproven electrodynamic tethers offer the ability to change orbits but also no attitude 
control though they may be useful for deorbiting. The thrust to power ratio varies according 
to the external magnetic field which is dependent on altitude and inclination, for instance 
at 380 km it is 31 µN/W at 70⁰ inclination or 69 µN/W at the equator [33].  Tethers for 
propulsion require 2 spacecraft to maintain tension on the wire. 
The film-evaporation MEMS tunable array (FEMTA) concept utilizes microscale 
effects in fluid surface tension and heat transfer and advanced microfabrication techniques 
to integrate the propellant storage, feedthroughs and valving in a compact micropropulsion 
system. The phase change energy can be provided by the native heat generation of the 
vehicle by heat sinking to the metal frame that is standard for cubesats. Using the MEMS 
fabrication process, the decoder and driver electronics can be integrated onto the FEMTA 
propulsion and thermal management chip itself.  The power requirement is a low-voltage 
source in the range of 1 Watt or less. Thrust to power is approximately 300 µN/W.  The 
entire FEMTA unit with 1 gram of propellant could be fabricated with a total mass of less 
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than 2 grams and volumes less than 2 cm3 which makes it suitable for picosatellites (i.e. 1 
U cubesat) of 1 Watt power or less. 
The compact microfabricated thermal valving and very-high-integration level will 
enable fast high-capacity cooling and high-resolution, low-power micropropulsion for 
picosats that is superior to all existing smallsat micropropulsion and thermal management 
alternatives. The development and demonstration program directly responds to the 
requirement for new smallsat technologies in propulsion and thermal management. The 
FEMTA subsystem enables picosat capabilities for orbital maneuvering, formation flying, 
proximity operations, rendezvous, docking and precision pointing.  
In this regard, the main research objectives of this dissertation are as follows,  
 Formulate and investigate the thermal valving concept for use in propulsion. 
The proof-of-concept experiments have been carried out using macroscale 
prototype based on ethylene glycol as the working fluid. Because of the high 
surface tension of ethylene glycol, the device could be machined conventionally 
with mm-scale dimensions. The results of the macroscale testing are presented in 
Section 1.3.  
 Design, fabricate and characterize microscale film-evaporation device. The 
microscale film-evaporation device with water as the working fluid requires that 
characteristic dimensions are on the order of a few microns. Such microscale device 
is feasible only through application of advanced micro-electro-mechanical systems 
(MEMS) fabrication methods. The fabrication procedures and early test results for 
first generation of microscale device are presented in Chapters 2 and 3. 
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 Implement and apply microNewton thrust measurement to study propulsion 
performance of film-evaporation Mems tunable array devices. The design and 
calibration of the thrust stand are described in Chapter 4 together with the force 
measurements for a Knudsen force devices. Results from thrust measurements of 
FEMTA devices are covered in Chapter 5 
 
 FEMTA Concept 
FEMTA operation relies on exploitation of microscale effects of surface tension and 
its balance with stresses created by the vapor pressure, which is highly dependent on the 
liquid film temperature as illustrated in Figure 1.2-1. A critical size of capillary for which 
Figure 1.2-1 Schematic of FEMTA operation. Meniscus position changes with the 
local heating of the capillary wall. A single array element is shown 
 
the surface tension is being balanced by normal stresses due to the pressure drop across the 
boundary can be estimated from the Young-Laplace equation as 
                                                                    𝑑 =
2 𝜏𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝑝𝑣𝑎𝑝
                                                    (1) 
where d is the gap size of the annular or slit capillary, 𝜏 is the surface tension, pvap is vapor 
pressure which depends exponentially on the temperature of the liquid film. Specifically 
for water the critical gap size varies from d=60 μm to 10 μm for film temperatures from 20 
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to 50 °C as plotted in Figure 1.2-2 (right). When the capillary size is above the critical 
value a rapid evaporation can be triggered. This provides low-power, compact and highly 
controllable thermal valve for individual elements in the FEMTA array. Because no 
moving parts or pressurization is required the system volume is orders of magnitude 
smaller than for those with the state-of-the-art piezoelectric valves or proportional (e.g. 
solenoid) valves. Using the film-evaporation valve the propellant storage can be directly 
embedded in the micro-machined thermal control and propulsion device. Because the 
physical effect of the thermal valving is on the micrometer scale, individual thrusters must 
be sized accordingly. Multiple elements are used to provide the desired maximum thrust. 
This also augments minimum impulse control and provides a redundancy feature in case 
of failure of one or more elements. 
Figure 1.2-2 Vapor pressure (left) and critical gap size (right) vs temperature for water. 
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 The FEMTA thermal valve exploits the same physics of surface tension control by heating 
fluid confined in a microcapillary as the existing thermal inkjet (TIJ) technology [34]. 
TheTIJ uses resistive microheaters (see Figure 1.2-3) to propel ink droplets out of a nozzle 
by rapidly expanding gas bubbles formed by fast localized vaporization. The droplets are 
ejected with a measured velocity on the order of 10 m/s [35] corresponding to an Isp of 
about 1 second. For a typical 30 picogram droplet, this would produce a 0.3 nN·s impulse 
bit requiring 1.8 µJ of energy [35]. In the TIJ, the phase change energy is provided by the 
Figure 1.2-3 Schematic of a 2-D thermal inkjet nozzle 
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heaters, in the proposed device the phase change energy is transferred from the bulk fluid 
to the vapor and can be replenished via an integrated or external substrate heater. This 
effect can also be used for cooling by using waste heat.  
The only currently available miniature propulsion system with a cooling feature is the 
Vacco Piezoactuated Liquified Butane[36] thruster which uses waste heat to vaporize 
liquid butane at 100 psi. This system has a dry mass of 456 grams and a total mass of 509 
grams and produces only 23 N·s of impulse. A 1 Watt Film-Evaporation MEMS Tunable 
Array (FEMTA) unit would contain a 10x10 array of thrusters with a total system dry mass 
of <1 g and a volume <2 cm3 which includes propellant tank and valving.  
Performance for this device was estimated using ideal isentropic conditions and the 
assumption that the ejected fluid was vapor only. The mass flow  ?̇? , with critical 
temperature set at 50 C can then be calculated as 
                                                 ?̇? =   
𝑊
𝐶𝑝∆𝑇
=  7.97 𝑚𝑔/𝑠                                                    (2) 
Where W is available power, Cp is specific heat, and T is temperature. Heat of 
vaporization is provided by the bulk fluid. Cooling rate is then 
                                                            𝑃 = ?̇?ℎ𝑣 − 𝑊 =  17.5 Watts                                         (3) 
In non-cooling mode the vaporization energy is replenished by a substrate heater in 
addition to the local devices reducing available mass flow 
                                                   ?̇? =
𝑊
𝐶𝑝∆𝑇+ℎ𝑣
 =  455 µg/s                                                  (4) 
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Where hv is heat of vaporization. The specific impulse is approximated using the 
formula for a converging nozzle 





= 73.7 𝑠                                                    (5) 
Where R is the specific gas constant, γ is ratio of specific heats, and g is 
gravitational acceleration. Because it is a sonic nozzle we can assume an exhaust 
velocity v of Mach 1 
                                                     𝑣 =  √𝛾𝑅𝑇 = 445   𝑚/𝑠                                                        (6) 
Producing a thrust of 
                                                          𝐹 =  ?̇?𝑔 ∙ 𝐼𝑠𝑝 = 5.7 𝑚𝑁          cooling mode                (7) 
                                                                                      = 329 µ𝑁         non-cooling mode           
A single FEMTA unit with a 1 g propellant can also provide a delta-V of  






                                         (8) 
for a 1 kg spacecraft in a 160 km LEO. By rearranging the equation for orbital velocity 
                                                            𝑉0 =  √
𝜇
𝑎0
                                                        (9) 
where a is the orbital radius and µ is  the standard gravitational parameter for Earth so that 
                                                   𝑉0
2𝑎0 =  𝑉1
2𝑎1                                                               (10) 
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an altitude change can be calculated as 





− 1) = 1.2 𝑘𝑚                                   (11) 
 
 Macroscale Proof of Concept Device 
Testing for proof of concept has been performed using ethylene glycol (EG) as the 
working fluid chosen for its high surface tension, 0.047 N/m @ 25⁰ C and its low vapor 
pressure at the corresponding temperature ~ 10 Pa. This allows evaporation measurements 
to be made with macro-scale (millimeter instead of micrometer) test articles as an 
inexpensive and less time intensive alternative to microfabricated components. The plots 
in Figure 1.3-1 compare the properties of surface tension, vapor pressure, and critical 
capillary size versus temperature for water and ethylene glycol. 
 
Figure 1.3-1 Temperature dependence of (a) surface tension and (b) vapor pressure 
for water and ethylene glycol. (c) critical capillary size and parameter range for testing 
and development. 
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The thermal management aspect of FEMTA has been verified using the device seen in 
Figure 1.3.2. This is a 3 mm plug annular nozzle with a 100 micrometer gap and 30 degree 
converging inner nozzle. The active part of the device is constructed of 
polytetrafluoroethylene which has a contact angle of 97 degrees with EG. The ethylene 
glycol is fed into the nozzle via a glass tube connected to a larger tank. The ethylene glycol 
in the tank is covered with paraffin oil (vapor pressure < 10-6 torr) 2mm deep which 
provides a hydrostatic pressure greater than vapor pressure to prevent evaporation through 
that surface. The ethylene glycol in the nozzle was heated with a nichrome wire and the 
temperatures of the fluid in the nozzle and the conduit to the reservoir recorded as seen in 
Figure 1.3-3. 
Figure 1.3-2 Ethylene Glycol powered test setup; CAD representation 
(top left); complete device (top right); close-up of annular plug with heater 
(bottom left). 
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The test showed a definite reduction in temperature in the bulk fluid whenever the 
temperature was increased in the nozzle. Mass flow rates were limited due to saturation of 
the small vacuum pump used for this experiment so a definite heating/cooling power ratio 





Figure 1.3-3 Temperature history for powered ethylene glycol 
test, 600 mW applied for 10 min 
 
Power On 
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CHAPTER 2.  FEMTA MICROFABRICATION 
 First Generation Design 
Fabrication of FEMTA units to be used with water began in late October 2013, the 
initial plug annular nozzle design was abandoned early in favor of a simple slit nozzle 
consisting of a rectangular converging section followed by a straight throat. An illustration 
of the full array mounted on a cubesat is found in Figure 2.1-1 to showcase the simplicity 
of the new design. This was intended to reduce the level of complexity of both the 
fabrication process and the device itself to increase production yields and minimize the 
number of failure modes. The thermal triggering method remains the same as illustrated in 
Figure 1.2-1. The single nozzle length was chosen to be 2.5 mm to provide measureable 
thrust, in contrast to the 10 micron width of the throat this would make 2-D modeling 
plausible. 
Figure 2.1-1  A 2-D slot type FEMTA: (a) 3-axis control on a cubesat; (b) 4x12 array 
inlet side up; (c) close up of a single element inlet side up showing 60 to 10 micron 
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Performance for this configuration was estimated using ideal isentropic conditions, 
again with vapor only, so that mass flow with stagnation pressure P0 set as vapor pressure 
at T0 = 50 C can then be calculated as 











𝛾−1 =  569 µ𝑔/𝑠                                                    (12) 
 Where A* is the area of the throat. In cooling mode only the internal heaters are used 
to raise local temperature at the meniscus facilitating vacuum boiling of the working fluid 
at the throat. The loss of phase change energy propagates through the fluid producing a 
cooling effect. The mass flow is set by available power and local temperature change 
needed to equate surface tension with vapor pressure. An optimization algorithm has 
determined a delta T of 30K from an ambient temperature of 20 C to maximize thrust and 
reduce viscous losses within the geometrical constraints inherent to the microfabrication 
process. Within these limits power required is then estimated as 
                                                       𝑊 = ?̇?𝐶𝑝∆𝑇 =  67.7 mW                                                (13)  
Cooling rate P is then 
                                                          𝑃 = ?̇?ℎ𝑣 − 𝑊 =  1.15 Watts                                         (14) 
In non-cooling mode the vaporization energy is replenished by a substrate heater in 
addition to the local devices reducing available mass flow 
                                                   ?̇? =
𝑊
𝐶𝑝∆𝑇+ℎ𝑣
 =  28 µg/s                                                  (15) 
Producing a thrust of 
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                                                 𝐹 =  ?̇?𝑔 ∙ 𝐼𝑠𝑝 = 338 µ𝑁          cooling mode                (16) 
                                                                             = 18 µ𝑁         non-cooling mode 
 
The previous equations assume an isentropic flow which is non-physical as the 
Reynolds number in the throat is 
                                                     𝑅𝑒 =  
𝜌𝑉𝐿
𝜇
= 53                                                                   (17) 
Where V is the sonic velocity, ρ is the density in the throat, and the dynamic viscosity 
µ are all taken at 50° C. The characteristic length L is the throat width of 10 microns. This 
indicates a very viscous flow so that the isentropic values can only be used as a reference. 
With sonic flow (M = 1) the Reynolds number provides the corresponding 
Knudsen number of 





= 0.027                                              (18) 




 Process and Design Evolution 
The thinnest silicon wafer manageable for manual processing is 200 micrometers due 
to premature fracturing during handling. Setting an upper limit to the aspect ratio of the 
throat of 10 meant that the throat would be 100 micrometers deep for a 10 micrometer 
throat gap The initial design of the 2-D slot single nozzle FEMTA is illustrated in Figure 
2.2-1 The original fabrication process involved wet etching the nozzle inlet followed by 
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separate deposition and etching of first the conductor then the heater material and Deep 
Reactive Ion (DRI) etching of the throat last as illustrated by Figure 2.2-2. 
Figure 2.2-2 Initial fabrication process 
 
Figure 2.2-1 Original design; Top view (left) cross section (center) close-up 
(right) – not to scale 
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Once fabrication began several problems manifested which required changes to the 
original design and modification of the fabrication process itself, they include 
 The 100 micrometer inlet channel proved unsatisfactory as photolithographies were 
unreliable because photoresist tended to puddle in the bottom of the channel at a 
greater depth than could be developed. This led to adoption of a large exit channel 
on the opposite side of the wafer which served to reduce the thickness of the silicon 
in the area of the nozzle. This allowed the inlet channel depth to be reduced to 30 
micrometers and provided the added benefit of being able to select throat depth. 
 
 Though the 30 micrometer allowed lithography in the bottom of the exit channel it 
was still unattainable on the sides as the photoresist layer was non-uniform leading 
to undercut. Instead of bands of nichrome etched on each side the outside perimeter 
of both were etched in one step then the center etched in another. Since the heater 
elements began oversized the size could be brought down by varying etch time. 
 
 The original process called for the conductor to be deposited and etched then the 
nichrome would be deposited and etched in bands. This proved to create unreliable 
contacts were the metals interfaced. The sequence was changed so that the 
nichrome was deposited first and then the conductor deposited on top immediately 
after. The conductor was then etched and finally the nichrome. This made a 
permanent contact as there was a large interface of the two metals. 
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 The conductor was initially copper because of its high conductance but the material 
proved susceptible to oxidation and reactions with other reagents during later 
fabrication steps. For these reasons the conductor was replaced with gold. 
 
 Dozens of experimental lithographies were required at each step to find the right 
combinations of photoresist type, spin speed and duration, baking temperature and 
duration, rehydration time needed after baking, exposure time, and developing 
times.  
The final workable design is illustrated in Figure 2.2-3 and the fabrication process 





Figure 2.2-3 Final design; Top view (left) cross section (center) close-up (right) – not 
to scale 
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 First Generation Recipe 
For replication of the full fabrication recipe the reader should be familiar with basic 
cleanroom procedures and microfabrication processes. A brief review of the lithography, 
deposition, and etching processes used are included in Appendix C. 
 
i. Nozzle Inlet/Exit Lithography 
 
Apply AZ1827 photoresist to a 4 inch diameter 200 micrometer thick <1,0,0> 
silicon wafer and spin at 5000 rpm for 30 seconds in the G3 wafer spinner. Soft bake 
at 115⁰ C for 75 seconds on a hotplate then set aside to let rehydrate for 10 minutes. 
Expose in MA6 using either inlet or outlet mask for 18 seconds at 14 mW/cm2; use a 
Figure 2.2-4 Final fabrication process 
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500 micrometer thick wafer beneath it for support . Immerse with slight agitation in 
pure MF26A solution for 6 seconds then rinse with ultrapure water and check 
development, repeat with 3 second increments until image is completely delineated. 
 
ii. Reactive Ion (RI) Etch Nozzle Silicon Oxide Mask 
Mount on a 4inch diameter 500 micrometer thick plain supporting  wafer using 
Crystal Bonding® adhesive by heating the supporting wafer to 85⁰ C (Crystal Bonding 
melts at 60⁰ C),applying the Crystal Bonding, then pressing the device wafer to the 
melted adhesive. RI etch in the AOE using std_ox_etch recipe for two runs of 2.5 
minutes each with 5 minutes cool down time between. Unmount wafer by remelting 
the adhesive and sliding the wafers apart, wash the Ccrystal Bonding away with water 
and then soak the device wafer in Bakers PRS2000 photoresist stripper for at least 30 
minutes. Wash the wafer in water and dry in a 120⁰ C oven for 10 minutes. Repeat the 
steps i and ii on the reverse side of the wafer using the opposite (inlet or exit) mask and 
the backside alignment feature of MA6. This may involve temporarily sticking the 
device wafer to a glass wafer with a drop of water as adhesive for additional support. 
 
iii. Wet Etch Nozzle Inlet/Exit 
Immerse wafer in 40 % potassium hydroxide in water heated to 80⁰ C with 100 rpm 
stirring; there is a permanent etching bath set up in the biotechnology lab room 2133. 
Etch to desired depth of exit determined by 80 micrometers per hour for 40 % KOH; 1 
hr 15 minutes for AR~8 or 2 hrs for AR~2. Rinse thoroughly in water after etching. 
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iv. Deposit Silicon Oxide 
Strip the wafer of remaining oxide by immersing in buffered oxide etch (BOE) for 
8 to 10 minutes until all surfaces appear hydrophobic. Clean the sample with a solution 
of piranha (1 part 98% sulfuric acid and 1 part 30% hydrogen peroxide) for 10 minutes 
and rinsed with water.  Place the wafer in the Protem® oxide oven and select the 5000 
angstrom wet oxide recipe. Remove the wafer after recipe is completed, about 6 ½ 
hours. 
 
v. Deposit Heater/ Conductor Material 
Sample is lightly taped with Kapton® to a 6 inch wafer and placed in the 
Plasmatech RIE system where it is roughened for 30 seconds at 50 sccm flow rate of 
argon at 100 watts RF power.  The wafer is now ready for metal deposition in the 
Mantis sputtering system. After the system has been vented, the sample is mounted on 
the Mantis turntable and the system pumped down for 2 to 4 hours until the chamber 
pressure falls below 2 microTorr.  Argon is then introduced at 100 sccm flow rate and 
the nichrome source fired at 200 mA for 1 hour 15 minutes which sputters a 1.5 
micrometer thick layer. The nichrome source is turned off and gold sputtered at 100 
mA for 25 minutes which produces 0.5 micrometers of the conductor. Vent the chamber 
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vi. Conductor Lithography 
Apply AZ9260 photoresist to the wafer and spin at 5000 rpm for 30 seconds in the 
G3 spinner. Soft bake on a hotplate at 100⁰ C for 7 minutes and set aside to let rehydrate 
for 30 minutes. Expose in MA6 using the conductor portion of the mask (with other 
portions covered with Kapton tape) for 250 seconds at 14 mW/cm2 , use a 500 
micrometer thick wafer for support . Rotate the wafer and repeat to expose all 4 
quadrants.  Immerse with slight agitation in AZ400 solution mixed with 3 parts water 
for 2 minutes then rinse with ultrapure water and check development, repeat with 1 
minute increments until image is completely delineated and inlet channel is free of 
photoresist. 
 
vii. Wet Etch Conductor 
Etch gold by immersing wafer in Gold Etchant TFA solution with mild agitation 
until visible gold is gone. Rinse thoroughly with water and check inlet channel under a 
microscope to ensure no spots of gold are left. Re-immerse for 10 second increments if 
necessary. After etching bake the wafer on a hotplate at 150⁰ C to hard set the 
photoresist. The next lithography will be applied on top of the old one. 
 
viii. Heater Material Outside Lithography 
Apply AZ9260 photoresist to the wafer and spin at 5000 rpm for 30 seconds in the 
G3 spinner. Soft bake at 100⁰ C for 7 minutes on a hotplate then set aside to let 
rehydrate for 30 minutes. Expose in MA6 using the heater portion of the mask (with 
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other portions covered with Kapton tape) for 76 seconds at 14 mW/cm2, use a 500 
micrometer thick wafer for support. Rotate the wafer and repeat to expose all 4 
quadrants.  Immerse with slight agitation in AZ400 solution mixed with 3 parts water 
for 1 minute then rinse with ultrapure water and check development, repeat with 15 
second increments until image is completely delineated. Bake again at 120⁰ C for 2 
minutes on a hotplate to reflow photoresist. 
 
ix. Wet Etch Outside Heater Material 
Etch nichrome by immersing wafer in Nichrome Etchant TFN solution heated to 
40⁰ C with mild agitation until visible nichrome is gone. DO NOT OVER ETCH. Rinse 
thoroughly with water then soak the wafer in PRS2000 photoresist stripper for at least 
2 hours. Wash the wafer in water and dry in a 120⁰ C oven for 10 minutes. If photoresist 
is still present longer soaking may be necessary. 
 
x. Heater Material Inside Lithography 
Apply AZ9260 photoresist to the wafer and spin at 5000 rpm for 30 seconds in the 
G3 spinner. Soft bake at 100⁰ C for 7 minutes on a hotplate then set aside to let 
rehydrate for 30 minutes. Expose in MA6 using the 10 micrometer channel portion of 
the mask (with other portions covered with Kapton tape) for 86 seconds at 14 mW/cm2, 
use a 500 micrometer thick wafer for support. Rotate the wafer and repeat to expose all 
4 quadrants.  Immerse with slight agitation in AZ400 solution mixed with 3 parts water 
for 6 minutes then rinse with ultrapure water and check development, repeat with 1 
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minute increments until the entire bottom of the inlet channel is visible. Bake again at 
120⁰ C for 2 minutes on a hotplate to reflow photoresist. 
 
xi. Wet Etch Inside Heater Material 
Etch nichrome by immersing wafer in Nichrome Etchant TFN solution heated to 
60⁰ C with mild agitation for 30 seconds. DO NOT OVER ETCH. Rinse thoroughly 
with water and dry with nitrogen. 
 
xii. RI Etch Oxide 
Mount on a 4inch diameter 500 micrometer thick plain supporting wafer using 
crystal bonding adhesive. RIE etch in AOE using std_ox_etch recipe for two runs of 
2.5 minutes each with 5 minutes cool down time between. Unmount wafer and wash 
the crystal bonding away with water and then soak the device wafer in PRS2000 
photoresist stripper for at least 1 hour. Wash the wafer in water and dry in a 120⁰ C 
oven for 10 minutes. 
xiii. Nozzle Throat Lithography 
Apply AZ9260 photoresist to the wafer and spin at 1000 rpm for 30 seconds in the 
G3 spinner. Soft bake at 100⁰ C for 17 minutes on a hotplate then set aside to let 
rehydrate for  2 hours. Expose in MA6 using the 5 micrometer channel portion of the 
mask (with other portions covered with Kapton tape) for 250 seconds at 14 mW/cm2, 
use a 500 micrometer thick wafer for support. Rotate the wafer and repeat to expose all 
4 quadrants. Immerse with slight agitation in AZ400 solution mixed with 3 parts water 
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for 8 minutes then rinse with ultrapure water and check development, repeat with 1 
minute increments until the entire bottom of the inlet channel is visible. 
 
xiv. DRI Etch Silicon Nozzle Throat 
Mount on a 6 inch diameter plain supporting wafer using crystal bonding. DRI etch 
in ASE using Tony_FY5 recipe for 5 minute runs (2 for AR~2 and 8 for AR~8) with 5 
minutes cool down time between. Number of runs is determined by throat depth with 
decreasing etch rate with increased aspect ratio. Unmount wafer by remelting the 
adhesive and sliding the wafers apart, wash the crystal bonding away with water and 
then soak the device wafer in Bakers PRS2000 photoresist stripper overnight. Wash 
the wafer in water and dry in a 120⁰ C oven for 10 minutes. If photoresist is still present 
soak in Nanostrip 2x® for 5 minutes then wash with water. 
 
xv. Wet Etch Oxide Nozzle Exit 
Etch the oxide layer from the exit by carefully floating the wafer in a container of 
buffered oxide etch until the exit side surface is hydrophobic. Do not allow BOE onto 
the top surface as this will undercut the oxide supporting the heater elements. Wash 
thoroughly with water and dry in a 120⁰ C oven for 10 minutes. The individual FEMTA 
dies can be separated by carefully scratching along the dicing lines with a diamond 
scribe and breaking them apart, this avoids nozzle blockage from silicon dust when 
using a dicing machine. 
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 First Generation Nozzles 
For the first generation of FEMTA nozzles we decided to produce throat aspect ratios 
(width/depth) at the upper and lower ends of the design spectrum which yielded FEMTA 
with AR ~ 2 seen in Figure 2.4-1 and FEMTA with AR~8 seen in Figure 2.4-2. The 
different aspect ratios were achieved by varying the etch time in step 3 of the fabrication 
procedure. 
Figure 2.4-1 AR~2 FEMTA nozzle cross section; SEM photo (top left) 
schematic (top right); Top view; SEM photo (bottom left) schematic –not to scale 
(bottom right) 
8.0 µm 
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 The nichrome heater elements were produced at a 10 micrometer target width which 
should give ample margin for error if over etching occurred (see Figure 2.4-3). This 
produced heaters with resistances approximately 25% of the target value but was 
compensated by using a lower voltage drive signal.  
 
 






48 µm   
275 µm  
  
7.9µm   
Figure 2.4-3 AR~8 FEMTA nozzle cross section; SEM photo (left) schematic 
(right) 
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 Second Generation Nozzles 
The failures of all first generation heaters under extended electrical loading required 
a second fabrication to be initiated. Two 200 micron thick silicon wafers were split by 
scratching with a diamond scribe so that 4 halves were processed. The heater thickness 
was doubled to reduce current density so to eliminate electromigration as a factor and 
the insulating oxide layer thickness was increased by a factor of 4 to reduce thermal 
diffusion into the substrate. Enhancement of the heater layer was achieved by 
increasing sputtering time of the nichrome in step v of the fabrication process to 2 hours 
and 30 minutes. To reduce fabrication time and complexity the conductor layer was 
omitted, due to the 300:1 ratio of the contact to heater width this only increased overall 
resistance around 1%. The extra oxide was deposited by choosing the 22,000 angstrom 
recipe on the oxide furnace in step iv which increased deposition time from 6 ½ to 14 
½ hours. 
Two intermediate throat aspect ratios of 4 and 6 were produced by altering the wet 
etch time in fabrication step to 1 hour 30 minutes for AR~4 and 1 hour 45 minutes for 
AR~6 and the number of DRI etch  cycles in step xiv to 4 and 6 . SEM photos of all 
four aspect ratios can be found in Figure 2.5-1. 
The 200 micron wafers proved to be too delicate for the manual manipulation 
required for a prototyping fabrication. Spinning, developing, and wet etching require 
handling the wafers with tweezers which can cause breakage just with movement 
through the air and even more so through a liquid. Vacuum clamping in the spinner and 
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mask aligner were also forceful enough to cause fractures. This resulted in many pieces 
having to be fabricated one by one from step v onward leading to inconsistencies in 
heater production and throat centering within the inlet. 
The chemical etching process for the nichrome heaters proved highly inconsistent 
because all etching solutions showed preference for either chromium or nickel. This 
caused undercutting and irregular etching along some masked surfaces as seen in 
Figure 2.5-2. The thicker heater layers did provide a few brief powered tests but were 
still plagued by galvanic corrosion at potentials over 2.5 volts. 
 
 
Figure 2.5-1 Nominal aspect ratios of Gen 2 nozzles AR ~ 2 (top left), AR ~ 
4 (top right), AR~6 (bottom left), AR ~8 (bottom right) 
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 Third Generation Nozzles 
The small batch yield and lack of consistent dimensions required yet another 
fabrication. The wafer thickness of the third generation devices was chosen to be 500 
microns due to availability and ease of handling. Four wafers were selected to represent 
the four aspect ratios defined previously. The internal nozzle design was consistent 
with both gen-1 and gen-2 designs with the greatest alteration being the width and depth 
of the exit chamber. Wet etching of the exit was prohibited by the lifetime of the oxide 
mask in the etching solution so DRI etching was to be used instead. This meant that 
only the inlet side lithography and oxide etch was performed in steps i, ii, and iii of the 
process and the wet etch time in step iv was reduced to 18 minutes since only the 24 
micron deep inlet need be etched at this time. 
Bad Etch 
Good Etch 
Figure 2.5-2 Irregular etching of nichrome elements; lateral view 
(left); top view of good and bad elements (right). 
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The heater material was changed from nichrome to vanadium with sputtering time 
in step v increased to 3 hours with all other settings the same. The vanadium was etched 
in steps ix and xi with a 1:1 solution of nitric acid and DI water at room temperature. 
The exit lithography and oxide etching described in steps i – iii were performed 
after the DRI etching of the throat in step xv then placed back in the etching machine 
and using the 3 micron/min etch recipe were etched for 133.3, 140, 146.6, and 153.3 
minutes to acquire AR~8, AR~6, AR~4, and AR~2 nozzles respectively. The major 
steps are illustrated in Figure 2.6-1 and SEM photos of AR~2, 6, and 8 are found in 
Figure 2.6-2. 
The thicker wafers provided a much more robust platform for the nozzles such that 
wafer integrity was maintained throughout the fabrication process leading to 98 – 100% 
yields for all four wafers. An SEM photo comparing Gen2 and Gen 3 wafers is seen in 
Figure 2.6-3 
 
Figure 2.6-1 Major fabrication steps for Gen 3 nozzles 
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Figure 2.6-3 Gen 3 nozzle schematic (bottom left); AR~2 (top left); AR~6 
(top left); AR~8 (bottom left); 
Nozzle Inlet and Throat 
Figure 2.6-2 AR~2 nozzle fabricated on 200 µm wafer (left); and 500 
µm wafer (right) nozzle inlets and throats have the same dimensions. 
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The vanadium heaters proved much more durable than the nichrome units and 
provided the first truly verifiable thrust results. Vanadium was chosen because of its 
availability and its corrosion resistance. It was found that though vanadium is resistant 
to strong sulfuric acid and seawater it will oxidize in ultrapure deionized water within 
a few hours which eliminated multiple tests on samples and any long term experiments. 
Since the fabrication process was producing high yields it was decided that 
platinum would be the choice heater material due to its inert nature. The vanadium 
material was removed from the nozzles with nitric acid and 200 nm of platinum 
deposited via an electron beam evaporator. The heaters were masked and etched per 
the instructions in steps viii - xi 
AR~2 AR~6, and AR~8 wafers produced ~95% yield but the AR~4 wafer was 
tragically destroyed due to human error. It was discovered that higher aspect ratio 
devices could have their exits DRI etched further to produce lower aspect ratio throats. 
This way 2 AR~8 nozzles were converted to AR~4 
.
 Third Generation Recipe 
i. Nozzle Inlet Lithography 
Apply AZ1827 photoresist to a 4 inch diameter 500 micrometer thick <1,0,0> silicon 
wafer and spin at 5000 rpm for 30 seconds in the G3 wafer spinner. Soft bake at 115⁰ 
C for 75 seconds on a hotplate then set aside to let rehydrate for 10 minutes. Expose in 
MA6 using inlet mask for 18 seconds at 14 mW/cm2. Immerse with slight agitation in 
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pure MF26A solution for 6 seconds then rinse with ultrapure water and check 
development, repeat with 3 second increments until image is completely delineated. 
 
ii. RI Etch Inlet Silicon Oxide Mask 
RI etch in the AOE using std_ox_etch recipe for two runs of 2.5 minutes each with 5 
minutes cool down time between. Soak the device wafer in Bakers PRS2000 
photoresist stripper for at least 30 minutes. Wash the wafer in water and dry in a 120⁰ 
C oven for 10 minutes.  
 
iii. Wet Etch Nozzle Inlet 
Immerse wafer in 40 % potassium hydroxide in water heated to 80⁰ C with 100 rpm 
stirring; there is a permanent etching bath set up in the biotechnology lab room 2133. 
Etch for 18 minutes, rinse thoroughly in water after etching. 
 
iv. Deposit Silicon Oxide 
Strip the wafer of remaining oxide by immersing in buffered oxide etch (BOE) for 8 to 
10 minutes until all surfaces appear hydrophobic. Clean the sample with a solution of 
piranha (1 part 98% sulfuric acid and 1 part 30% hydrogen peroxide) for 10 minutes 
and rinsed with water.  Place the wafer in the Protem® oxide oven and select the 22000 
angstrom wet oxide recipe. Remove the wafer after recipe is completed, about 14 ½ 
hours. 
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v. Deposit Heater Material 
Sample is mounted in the CHA e-beam evaporator and pumped down to below 1 
microTorr pressure. An 5 nm adhesion layer of chromium is deposited first using the 
menu provided in the machines operating system. The heater layer is then deposited as 
200 nm of platinum. Conductor material provides little benefit to this design so was 
omitted. 
 
vi. Heater Lithography 
Apply AZ9260 photoresist to the wafer and spin at 5000 rpm for 30 seconds in the G3 
spinner. Soft bake on a hotplate at 100⁰ C for 7 minutes and set aside to let rehydrate 
for 30 minutes. Expose in MA6 using the conductor portion of the mask (with other 
portions covered with Kapton tape) for 250 seconds at 14 mW/cm2 , use a 500 
micrometer thick wafer for support . Rotate the wafer and repeat to expose all 4 
quadrants.  Immerse with slight agitation in AZ400 solution mixed with 3 parts water 
for 2 minutes then rinse with ultrapure water and check development, repeat with 1 
minute increments until image is completely delineated and inlet channel is free of 
photoresist. Since there is no conductor material to use as a mask this lithography must 
incorporate both heater and conductor portions before the etching process. Therefore 
the wafer must be hard baked at 180⁰ C for 20 minutes to render the photoresist 
insoluble so that another lithography may be performed on top.  
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vii. Heater Material Outside Lithography 
Apply AZ9260 photoresist to the wafer and spin at 5000 rpm for 30 seconds in the 
G3 spinner. Soft bake at 100⁰ C for 7 minutes on a hotplate then set aside to let 
rehydrate for 30 minutes. Expose in MA6 using the heater portion of the mask (with 
other portions covered with Kapton tape) for 76 seconds at 14 mW/cm2. Rotate the 
wafer and repeat to expose all 4 quadrants.  Immerse with slight agitation in AZ400 
solution mixed with 3 parts water for 1 minute then rinse with ultrapure water and 
check development, repeat with 15 second increments until image is completely 
delineated. Bake again at 120⁰ C for 2 minutes on a hotplate to reflow photoresist. 
 
viii. Wet Etch Outside Heater Material 
Etch nichrome by immersing wafer in aqua regia which is 3 parts hydrochloric acid to 
1 part nitric acid solution heated to 60⁰ C with mild agitation until visible platinum is 
gone. DO NOT OVER ETCH. Rinse thoroughly with water then soak the wafer in 
PRS2000 photoresist stripper for at least 2 hours. Wash the wafer in water and dry in a 
120⁰ C oven for 10 minutes. If photoresist is still present longer soaking may be 
necessary. 
 
ix. Heater Material Inside Lithography 
Apply AZ9260 photoresist to the wafer and spin at 5000 rpm for 30 seconds in the G3 
spinner. Soft bake at 100⁰ C for 7 minutes on a hotplate then set aside to let rehydrate 
for 30 minutes. Expose in MA6 using the 10 micrometer channel portion of the mask 
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(with other portions covered with Kapton tape) for 86 seconds at 14 mW/cm2, use a 
500 micrometer thick wafer for support. Rotate the wafer and repeat to expose all 4 
quadrants.  Immerse with slight agitation in AZ400 solution mixed with 3 parts water 
for 6 minutes then rinse with ultrapure water and check development, repeat with 1 
minute increments until the entire bottom of the inlet channel is visible. Bake again at 
120⁰ C for 2 minutes on a hotplate to reflow photoresist. 
 
x. RI Etch Inside Heater Material 
Etch platinum and oxide over the throat by RI etch in the AOE using the 
std_ox_etch recipe for 6 runs of 2.5 minutes each with 5 minutes cool down in between. 
 
xi. DRI Etch Silicon Nozzle Throat 
Mount on a 6 inch diameter plain supporting wafer using crystal bonding. DRI etch 
in ASE using Tony_FY5 recipe for 5 minute runs (2 for AR~2, 4 for AR~4, 6 for AR~6, 
and 8 for AR~8) with 5 minutes cool down time between. Number of runs is determined 
by throat depth with decreasing etch rate with increased aspect ratio. Unmount wafer 
by remelting the adhesive and sliding the wafers apart, wash the crystal bonding away 
with water and then soak the device wafer in Bakers PRS2000 photoresist stripper 
overnight. Wash the wafer in water and dry in a 120⁰ C oven for 10 minutes. If 
photoresist is still present soak in Nanostrip 2x® for 5 minutes then wash with water. 
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xii. Nozzle Exit Lithography 
Apply AZ9260 photoresist to the back of the wafer and spin at 1000 rpm for 30 
seconds in the G3 wafer spinner. Soft bake at 100⁰ C for 17 minutes on a hotplate then 
set aside to let rehydrate for 2 hours. Expose in MA6 using outlet mask for 88 seconds 
at 14 mW/cm2. Immerse with slight agitation in 3:1 AZ400 solution for 60 seconds then 
rinse with ultrapure water and check development, repeat with 60 second increments 
until image is completely delineated. 
xiii. RI Etch Nozzle Exit Silicon Oxide Mask 
RI etch in the AOE using std_ox_etch recipe for five runs of 2.5 minutes each with 
5 minutes cool down time between. Soak the device wafer in Bakers PRS2000 
photoresist stripper for at least 30 minutes. Wash the wafer in water and dry in a 120⁰ 
C oven for 10 minutes. 
xiv. DRI  Etch Nozzle Exit 
Mount on a 6 inch diameter plain supporting wafer using crystal bonding. DRI etch 
in ASE using 3um_min recipe 133.3, 140, 146.6, and 153.3 minutes to acquire AR~8, 
AR~6, AR~4, and AR~2 nozzles respectively. Unmount wafer by remelting the 
adhesive and sliding the wafers apart, wash the crystal bonding away with water and 
then soak the device wafer in Bakers PRS2000 photoresist stripper overnight. Wash 
the wafer in water and dry in a 120⁰ C oven for 10 minutes. If photoresist is still present 
soak in Nanostrip 2x® for 5 minutes then wash with water. Separate individual dies 
with wafer dicer. Re-clean as necessary, dip in BOE solution for 15 seconds just prior 
to testing to remove native oxide. 
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CHAPTER 3. FEMTA PASSIVE CHARACTERIZATION 
 Heater Tests 
Evaluation of functioning Gen1 FEMTA models began in May 2014 with simple power 
consumption/resistance measurement of the internal heaters (Table 3.1). This particular 
sample was chosen because the throat was not etched through so it was not usable for flow 
tests but the heaters were operational. This provided the expected results of calculated 
heater temperature ~100 degrees Celsius when submerged in water. However extended 
powered duration caused increased permanent resistance resulting in premature failure. 
Table 3-1 Calculated heater resistance and temperature with applied power on 
sample A1-5-LNT 
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This problem is described in greater detail in section 3.4, a list of failed Gen1 units appears 
in Table 3.2. 
 Table 3-2 List of manufactured units and failure mode 
 
 Evaporative Tests 
Determination of mass loss due evaporation while in quiescent or unpowered mode is 
of vital importance so that an accurate working lifetime can be established for this type of 
system. Preliminary tests have been completed and are presented here. Testing is still 





Comment – end result 
A1-5-G 332 8 broken 
A1-5-M 310 8.8 heater loss 
A1-5-W 491 5.8 heater loss 
A1-5-B 589 7.3 broken 
A1-5-T 238 7.4 heater loss 
A1-5-L 230 7.3 heater loss 
B1-5-LNT 316 - Heater loss 2nd test 
B1-5-LNS 314 - heater loss 
B1-5-M 540 7.4 GSFC test 
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The FEMTA was mounted to the bottom of the test vessel seen in Figure 3.2.1 to which 
was added approximately 15 grams of ultapure water. This was then weighed on an analytic 
scale before being placed in the vacuum chamber. This arrangement allows the back 
pressure on the nozzle to be controlled as it would equal the vapor pressure of the water at 
that temperature plus the hydrostatic pressure of the water column in the vessel. A port was 
added to the top of the vessel to release air from during the pump down procedure and was 
closed at a preprogrammed setting. 
The tests were carried out in a 12 inch diameter by 12 inch height cylindrical caste 
acrylic vacuum chamber seen in Figure 3.2-2. Chamber pressure was measure by a 10 Torr 
Baratron 626, vessel pressure was measure by a 100 Torr Baratron 122, and bulk fluid 
Figure 3.2-1 Test vessel for powered and unpowered evaporation experiments; 
CAD model (top left and center), assembled (top right), disassembled (bottom) 
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temperature was measured with a T type thermocouple. All signals were routed through a 
NI pci-6229 DAQ and were processed and recorded by a Labview program. 
The testing procedure was computer controlled and actuated by a dedicated control 
system built specifically for this purpose. This device is shown in Figure 3.2-3 and consists 
of power supplies, relays, and DAQ interfaces. 
A series of evaporative test measurements were performed in a vacuum chamber on 
AR~8 nozzles and plotted in Figure 3.2-4. The longer duration tests show an evaporation 
rate through the nozzle on the order of 20 mg per hour. One hour tests are shown in blue, 
15 hour tests in red and a 48 hour test in black. This results in 29.9 ±15.5 mg/hr evaporation 
Figure 3.2-2 Test setup for powered and unpowered evaporation experiments. 
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rate with 95% confidence. It is believed the reduction in mass loss over time is due to 
reduced outgassing of the container.  
 
 
48 hr test 
Figure 3.2-4 Sequence of evaporative tests of AR~8 FEMTA nozzle. 
 
Figure 3.2-3 Automation control for evaporative and mass flow testing 
control box external panel (top left); internal connections (top right); test 
setup schematic (bottom right); setup photo (bottom left). 
;. 
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 Powered Tests 
The setup for the powered tests was the same as for the evaporation tests with the 
addition of a 100 Hertz square wave applied to the heaters. This was generated by a 
Labview VI providing the signal which was powered by the DAQ. Current was limited to 
5 mA which corresponded to 2.5 Volts and 12.5 mW.  
Powered tests were performed with the same format as the 1 hour evaporative series 
but included the addition of a 100 Hertz square wave applied to the heaters. The results of 
1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 Volt tests are shown in Figure 3.3-1 where the actual initial temperature 
was 22 degrees Celsius. The power was applied in a 50 minute interval starting 5 minutes 
into the test and ending 5 minutes before completion. The average fluid temperatures across 
Figure 3.3-1 Temperature histories of AR~8 FEMTA using 100 Hz square wave from 
Time = 300s to 3300s. 
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this time period dropped to 21.5, 21.4, and 20.9 degrees Celsius respectively, then began 
rising when power was cut. This demonstrated a pattern similar to the powered ethylene 
glycol tests discussed earlier which confirmed the proposed cooling feature. A 380 
micrometer hole in a 200 micrometer thick chip, measured with a 10X optical microscope, 
was tested in the upright position to illustrate the lowest temperature that might be attained 
if full power could be applied without heater damage. 
 
 Reliability Considerations 
Silicon exposed to atmospheric oxygen for several hours develops a surface layer of 
native oxide on the order of 20 nanometers thick. This makes the nozzle surfaces 
hydrophilic which allows the meniscus to progress through the nozzle leading to 
catastrophic failure of the valving process. In a vacuum environment this is not a problem 
and could easily be remedied in an industrial production setting by processing in an inert 
atmosphere. For repeated laboratory experiments the surface has to be treated with 
hydrofluoric acid periodically to restore its hydrophobic nature. 
Repeated tests of the nichrome heaters has found a catastrophic failure scenario when 
a potential of 3 volts or greater is applied in an aqueous environment. This does not occur 
in ambient atmosphere where the heat dissipation factor is lower which led us to believe 
that the effect was electrochemical in nature. Subsequent SEM photos, seen in Figure 3.4-
1, show a surface which appears to have been corroded rather than melted. We theorize 
that small asymmetries between the two heater elements may create an intense electric field 
between them, on the order of 3 X 105 V/m, that at first affects a limited area until the 
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continuity of one element is compromised[37]. This sets up a stronger field which then 
destroys the other element, this has been observed for nichrome film resistors immersed in 
water. Another possibility is electromigration of the metal due to current density exceeding 
the recommended 1010 A/m2 [38]. Measured current density is on the order of 2 X109 A/m2 
so there may not be enough electrons available in a cross section of the material to carry 
the charge. This means that positive ions move in the opposite direction causing the metal 
to flow. 
Four solutions to this problem were explored; using an AC current to negate the 
chemical effect, using only low power tests, a less reactive heater material than nichrome, 
and applying a thicker and wider layer of heater material. Of these only changing the heater 




Figure 3.4-1 Eroded Heater Element 
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CHAPTER 4. PROPULSION PERFORMANCE FACILTY DEVELOPMENT 
 Introduction 
Torsional balance thrust stands are in common use for performance measurement of 
small thrusters in the microNewton to milliNewton thrust ranges. Due to their mechanical 
nature these stands must be calibrated regularly to minimize drift caused by external factors 
such as ambient temperature change and internal variations such as inertial differences in 
test articles. Common calibration methods include electrostatics, linear induction motors, 
and piezoelectric impulse comparison, all of which in turn must be initially calibrated for 
force. The thrust stand in the High Vacuum Lab at Purdue University utilizes an 
electrostatic fin assembly originally calibrated with repeatability errors less than 3% at 
forces over 50 µN. The need for more accurate measurements, in particular, for a MEMS 
microthruster array characterization and sensing of Knudsen thermal force at low pressures, 
prompted a campaign of recalibration and reconfiguration to achieve better performance to 
values less than 10 µN. 
The microNewton thrust stand system at Purdue/Aerospace Sciences Laboratory is a 
torsional pendulum type [39][40][41] based on a design by Dr. Andrew Ketsdever’s 
group[42] incorporating an electrostatic fin assembly for calibration, top and bottom C-
flex® pivot bearings for motion control, and a Schaevitz® HR-050 linear variable 
differential transformer for deflection measurement. The instrument was constructed by Dr. 
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Ivana Hrbud at Purdue University at the Laboratory for Electric and Advanced Propulsion 
[43][44]. The unmodified thrust stand is mounted in a 4.2 m3  aluminum vacuum chamber 
as shown in Figure 4.1-1. The distances from the center of the springs to the center of the 
calibration fins and the center of the LVDT are both 15 ½ inches so that the deflections at 
both locations are identical. The thruster is mounted directly above the calibration fins. 
Typical deflection rates at the thruster are about 1.7 µN/µm, the full scale of the LVDT is 
2mm and with a 16 bit DAQ gives resolutions on the order of 60 nm which corresponds to 
about 0.11 µN thrust resolution. Dimensions and full mechanical drawings are found in 
Appendix D 
 
Figure 4.1-1 MicroNewton thrust stand at the High Vacuum Lab at Purdue 
University by Hani Kim 
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 Comparison to Existing Systems 
The torsional balance stands are common force measurement devices for microNewton 
range thrusters due to their simplicity, low cost, and fair accuracy. There are many other 
configurations in adapted for specific use where higher accuracy is needed such as the one 
at Goddard Space Flight Center used for Field Emission Electric Propulsion (FEEP) [45] 
testing (see Figure 4.2-1). This one is of the hanging type torsional balance which uses a 
wire (7) for a pivot and electrostatic plates at (6) for calibration. This requires it to be a 
zero movement device since the force varies with plate separation. The thruster is mounted 
at (1) and counter weight at (2).Movement is optically sensed at by a laser reflected by a 
mirror at (4) which provides feedback for force balancing. Resolution is reported to be 0.1 
µN and a range to 100 µN. This stand is only suitable for electric or self-contained thrusters 
as there is no way to supply propellant. Proper balancing is critical for this type. 
Figure 4.2-1 Thrust stand for FEEP microthrusters at Goddard 
Space Flight Center [42] 
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Another balance for electric thrusters is owned by Busek Corporation [40], a schematic 
is given in Figure 4.2-2 
  
 
This is a spring less zero movement device which uses electrostatic plates to offset the 
thrust from a colloidal thruster. Position is monitored by a fiber optic sensor which controls 
the offset voltage. The stand is mounted on a heavy frame which is actively leveled by 
stepper motors. The measureable thrust range is 1 to 40 µN with 0.03 µN resolution. The 
higher resolution comes with added cost and complexity. 
Figure 4.2-2 Stand for testing colloidal thrusters at Busek 
Corporation [43] 
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Another self-leveling stand can be found at the Jet Propulsion Lab in Pasadena, 
California [46]. A schematic is presented in Figure 4.2-3. This stand uses flexural pivots 
for springs and an LVDT for displacement measurement. Calibration is performed by a 
hammer and piezoelectric force transducer and also has electromagnetic active damping 
which makes this configuration especially useful for measurement of impulse bits. The 
thrust range is 1 to 100 µN with resolution of 0.1 µN and 1 µN·s impulse. 
The thrust stand pictured in Figure 4.2-4 is found at Colonnetti Metrology Institute in 
Torino Italy [47]. This is of the hanging pendulum type and consists of two hinged plates 
set a known distance apart. The distance is monitored using laser interferometry (see 
schematic in Figure 4.2-5) and calibration is performed by an electromagnetic linear motor.   
Figure 4.2-3 Thrust stand at Jet propulsion Laboratory [44] 
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The thrust range is 1 µN to 1 mN with a resolution of 0.1 µN. The only advantage to this 
type is low mechanical noise, the disadvantages are cost, complexity and size. 
Figure 4.2-5 Schematic of interferometric balance [46]  
Figure 4.2-4 Interferometric balance at Colonnetti Metrology Institute 
[46] 
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The thrust stand featured in Figure 4.2.6 was created by Dr. Andrew Ketsdever [48] at 
University of Colorado Colorado Springs. It is a torsional balance with extended five foot 
long arms. This provides greater sensitivity for the LVDT. Calibration is performed via 
1mm molecular gas orifices which are fed by a fluid coupling at the axis (schematic in Fig 
4.2-7) so that low pressure gas bubbles through oil rather than through a connected line. 
Figure 4.2-7 Gas delivery system on nanoNewton thrust stand 
Figure 4.2-6 NanoNewton thrust stand [47] 
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The range of this stand is 50 nN to 1 µN with a resolution of 18 nN and 50 nN·s impulse. 
Advantages are its very high sensitivity, disadvantages are its low accuracy calibration 
scheme which varies by 8% and its large size which precludes its use in most vacuum 
chambers. 
 
 Calibration Procedure 
The original calibration procedure for the electrostatic fin assembly was devised and 
implemented by Yan [40] et al and used a beam balanced on a knife edge with a series of 
movable weights as seen in Figure 4.3-1. Gravitational force on the weights was offset by 
voltage applied to the fins so force could be determined by 
                     𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 =  
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡∙𝑔∙𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑚
𝑓𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑚
                             (19) 
. Displacement was monitored via LVDT and voltage was adjusted manually. This 
arrangement provided repeatable force measurements over 50 µN but repeatability error 






Figure 4.3-1 Original electrostatic fin calibration setup 
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The setup shown schematically in Figure 4.3-2 was implemented to alleviate some of 
the uncertainty inherent in the manual calibration. The use of the analytic scale for force 
measurement was suggested by Dr. A. Ketsdever. The scale contains its own damping and 
compensation mechanisms providing repeatable measurements in the microNewton range. 
Enhancements to this scheme at Purdue include a computer interface for control and 
measurement and a tension free coupling to ground provided by a liquid metal pool. A 
Fisher Scientific model XA-200 analytic scale with 100 µg resolution and RS-232 
computer interface was the measurement vehicle and a Glassman ER-100 high voltage 
supply provided electric potential to the fins. Both were controlled by a Labview program 
which sent a preprogramed series of pulses of varying voltage to the fins and the 
corresponding change in applied force to the scale was calculated and recorded. 
Figure 4.3-2 Fin calibration setup 
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Fin engagement was varied in 1 millimeter increments from 0 to 5 mm with Newport 
precision translation stage with 10 micron resolution and for each overlap, data from three 
unique sets of four pulse modes seen in Figure 4.3-3; linearly increasing, linearly 
decreasing, and two random sets; were gathered totaling 12 sets per engagement. Multiple 
schemes were used to determine if electron buildup on the Teflon insulators was a factor. 
The averaged data thus plotted in Figure 4.3-4 revealed no measurable change in force 
beyond 4mm engagement. 
The pulse widths were 20 seconds with 20 second gaps to allow any excess charge to 
bleed off and to check that the scale properly returned to zero. The internal damping system 
Figure 4.3-3 Voltage Pulse sequences; increasing (top left); decreasing 
(top right); random-A (bottom left); random-B (bottom right) 
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in the scale provided a fast settling time within 5 seconds so the pulse value was taken as 
the average from 5 to 15 seconds. 
The calibration procedure was repeated at the 5mm engagement using the force 
augmentation setup seen in Figure 4.3-5 to increase sensitivity and reduce measurement 
uncertainty. An extended lever arm provided amplification of the force applied to the 
analytic scale. Counterweights were added and adjusted to reach an equilibrium state 
before testing. The thrust stand itself was used as a fulcrum to enable exploitation of the 
frictionless movement of the pivot bearings. The zero motion aspect of the scale ensured 
that the springs did not skew the data. Repeatability was enhanced at lower force levels 
due to extending the range to resolution ratio by a factor of more than 6.8. 
Figure 4.3-4 Electrostatic fin force calibration at various fin 
engagements. 
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Sensitivity of the apparatus was such that seismic noise was a factor i.e. vehicular and 
pedestrian movement. Instead of pulse trains; individual 30 second pulses were used with 
30 second intervals before and after each recorded as well to ensure no external interference. 
A typical pulse measurement is plotted in Figure 4.3-6 and the components labeled. The 
Figure 4.3-6 Augmented 200 volt pulse analysis 
Figure 4.3-5 Force amplification setup 
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average force, Fav, was taken over the interval 5 through 25 seconds through the pulse, the 
initial offset average Iav was taken 5 through 15 seconds before the pulse started and the 
average return offset Rav was taken 20 through 30 seconds after the pulse to avoid return 
bounce and residual charge on the Teflon insulator. The measured force was then 
                                                   𝑓 =  𝐹𝑎𝑣 − 
𝐼𝑎𝑣+ 𝑅𝑎𝑣
2
                                                                                              (20) 
The amplification factor was determined using the ratio of arm lengths. The results 
from the various methods as well as a numerical model from the Maxwell 3D software is 
shown in Figure 4.3-7. 
Figure 4.3-7 Calibration schemes from multiple sources [40] 
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 The measurement uncertainties using the set up in Figure 4.3.2 were approximately 
half of the old values [40] for forces above 50 µN but remained the same for the lower 
range. Implementation of the enhancement lever reduced measurement uncertainty to ~3.5% 
at 8.5 µN compared to 23% for both old and new schemes as plotted in Figure 4.3-8. 
Thrust vs voltage for the low scale calibration is plotted in Figure 4.3-9 with error bars 
representing measurement accuracy with 95% confidence. Through most of the calibration 




Figure 4.3-8 Stdev/average for new and old calibration [40] 
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Propellant transfer lines were not present for the fin calibration tests as they are an 
accessory and not a functional part of the device. They were reconfigured, as seen in Figure 
4.3-10, from hanging to vertical arrangement centered above the axis of rotation thus 
eliminating most of the drift due stored energy in the flexible tubing. 
Figure 4.3-9 Low scale calibration curve with error bars denoting measurement 
accuracy with 95% confidence 
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Damping of impulse generated oscillations was originally accomplished by motion of 
a metal plate through viscous oil. This was replaced by a magnetic system which reduced 
settling time to less than 30 seconds.as shown in Figure 4.2-11. Low fidelity translation 
stages were replaced with high precision units to aid in centering and LVDT calibration. 
The thermally isolated LVDT mount initially used has been replaced with a bronze heat 
sink to alleviate thermal drift caused by heating of the LVDT in the vacuum environment 






Figure 4.3-10 Old propellant line configuration (left) new vertical line (right) 
  
Hanging Propellant Line Vertical Propellant Line 
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 Knudsen Thermal Force Measurement 
Knudsen force is a method of momentum transfer between surfaces of different 
temperatures in a rarefied gas environment separated by a distance equal to the mean free 
path for maximum effect. This force is dependent on the Knudsen number, kn found by  
                                                                  𝑘𝑛 =  
𝑘𝑏𝑇0
√2𝜋𝜎2𝑝𝐿
                                                                  (21)  
Where kb is Boltzmanns constant, T0 is stagnation temperature, σ is variable hard shell 
diameter, p is pressure, and L is characteristic length. 
Figure 4.3-11 Deflection history of a 700 volt 30 second pulse applied to the 
calibration fins; undamped and with 1, 2, and 3 magnetic dampers 
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Experiments performed by O’Neill et al [49]in 2012 and Strongrich[50] in 2013 using 
the microNewton thrust stand (Figure 4.4-1) have verified this effect. One side of a 
calibrated thermoelectric Peltier device was used as the hot surface and a metal plate 
attached to the stand was the cold surface. The plot of force history in Figure 4.4-2 clearly 
shows a force present when the device was activated. The temperature variation was 30 
Kelvin with a 16 square centimeter hot surface at 12 Pascal pressure of air and a 1 
Figure 4.4-2 Force history from Knudsen force experiment 
Figure 4.4-1 Micronewton torsional balance setup for measurements of 
Knudsen thermal force. The thermoelectrically heated beam is behind the 
reaction plate. 
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millimeter gap. The variation of the mean Knudsen force for the different pressures and 
different gap sizes is shown in Figure 4.4-3 and demonstrates the characteristic peak of the 
force in the transitional regime, at Knudsen numbers from about 0.5 to 1.5. A non-
dimensional numerical simulation is compared to the experimental data for the 1mm case 
in Figure 4.4-4. 
Figure 4.4-4 Non-dimensionalized comparison of experimental and 
numerical data [46] 
 
Figure 4.4-3 Force vs Knudsen number for 
various gap lengths [46]  
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 Cold Gas Microthruster and MEMS Microthruster Array Measurement 
A cold gas microthruster was tested using N2 propellant at ambient temperature. The 
purpose of this test was to determine the repeatability of the thrust measurements taken 
with different mass flow schemes. The nozzle was a simple converging type with 60 degree 
half angle. Volumetric flow was varied from 0 to 50 sccm in 5 sccm increments using three 
different sequences; increasing, decreasing, and a random set performed about an hour 
apart. Background pressure was kept below 0.2 milliTorr to ensure a proper thrust reading. 
Test results are shown in Figure 4.5-1 with volumetric flow converted to mass flow. This 
data highlights the repeatability of the test procedure with the standard deviation < 0.5% 
of the average through 90% of its range. 
Figure 4.5-1 Cold gas nozzle test 
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Another application of the thrust stand is the development of a MEMS type liquid 
vaporizing microthruster array (FEMTA). Prototype nozzles using cold gas for this device 
have been fabricated using deep reactive ion etching of a 200 micron thick silicon wafer in 
several configurations including the 10 by 10 array of 380 micron diameter straight nozzles 























































Figure 4.5-3 Thrust tests on 10x10 array (left) and single nozzle (right) 
Figure 4.5-2 MEMS nozzle plate 10X10 array (left) close up of single 
nozzle (right) 
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 The repeatability for the multinozzle test was <0.5% for 90% of its range and for the 
single nozzle <2%. The lowest data point is outside the reliability range of the mass flow 
controllers.  
 
 Mechanical Vibration Damping 
Mechanical noise from new roughing pumps proved to be a limiting factor in thrust 
measurement as the 30 microNewton peak to peak noise dwarfed signals in the single digit 
range. Attempts to isolate the chamber from ground with rubber padding proved 
detrimental as this seemed to provide more degrees of freedom. Pads were then tried under 
the wheels of the roll-away cart that serves as a base for the thrust stand. This only reduced 
vibration approximately 15% which was still 25 µN p-p but proved that reducing 
interference in only the work area could be more effective than the entire vacuum chamber 
The target level was the ambient noise condition with the pumps off that measured around 
3 µN p-p. An inflatable bladder (12 inch inner tube) was place under the cart and inflated 
just enough separate the wheels from the tracks (see Figure 4.6-1). 
 
Figure 4.6-1 Pneumatic vibration damping system; schematic (left); photo (left). 
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Comparison of thrust histories at no load are plotted in Figure 4.6-2 and indicate nearly 
total elimination of pump noise with the pneumatic method. Implementation of this scheme 
in a test setting proved unreliable. The air in the tube expands under vacuum so either a 
precisely predetermined amount of air need be measured into the tube before pump down 
or else an active inflating system would have to be added via a gas feedthrough in the 
chamber. Another consideration was that although the butyl rubber of the tube is vacuum 
compatible, it is designed for automobile use and might also contain volatiles which could 
outgas. 
An all metal suspension using the floating table concept was then constructed by 
hanging the cart from the ceiling of the chamber using springs and stainless steel cable, 
leveling is accomplished by turning the turnbuckles located at each corner. This 
Figure 4.6-2 Thrust stand mechanical noise using foam/rubber damping 
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configuration is pictured in Figure 4.6-3. Thrust histories plotted in Figure 4.6-4 show total 








Figure 4.6-3: Passive suspension system for mechanical noise isolation 
inside the 5 foot diameter vacuum chamber at Purdue University’s High 
Vacuum Lab 
 
Figure 4.6-4: No load thrust histories with and without springs, pumps 
on and off 
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 Mass Flow Measurement 
We have no apparatus available to us to measure mass flow on the microgram scale 
inside the FEMTA assembly itself. In the earlier passive tests mass flow was determined 
retroactively by measuring mass total loss via an analytical balance. This proved untenable 
for performance measurements when power and thrust would be variable, there would also 
be mass loss during pump down that would skew the results. The simplest method found 
was to integrate the pressure change inside the chamber over time with a calibrated set of 
mass flows of a known gas and adjust for the pressure measurement correction factor and 
molecular mass. This method is made possible by the fact that the diffusion pump maintains 
a constant pumping speed below 10 milliTorr pressure (see Figure 4.7-1)[51]. Metered 
Figure 4.7-1 Pump speed curve for the Varian HS-20 diffusion 
pump. 
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nitrogen was introduced via a Unit 7300 massflow controller in 30 second pulses with 90 
seconds rebound time and pressure change recorded. 
Six tests were performed with two each of increasing, decreasing, and random sets of 
pulses in increments of 5 sccm from 5 – 50 sccm. A pressure history of one of the increasing 
tests is plotted in Figure 4.7-2. 
The pressure was measured with a Varian ion gauge and the change from ultimate 
pressure integrated over the time from the pulse start to the beginning of the next pulse. 
The total mass was found by integrating the mass flow rate feedback from the controller 
Figure 4.7-2 Pressure history for 30 second mass flow pulses with 60 
second delays from 5 – 50 sccm nitrogen in 5 sccm increments, integration 
interval for third pulse in green. 
Pressure change integrated from 
start of one pulse to start of next 
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over the time of the pulse then converting standard cubic centimeters of nitrogen to 
milligrams. An analytical relation was desired to confirm the validity of the method used 
to find mass flow. The change in pressure∙volume over time is known as throughput and 
found by 
                 
𝑑𝑃𝑉
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 ∙  𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒                              (22) 
So that change in mass can be calculated for a constant pumping speed with 
                          ∆𝑚 =
𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 ∙ ∫ ∆𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑡
𝑅𝑇
                             (23) 
The effective pumping speed is governed by the actual speed of the pump and the 
geometry of the ducts leading to it. This is found the same way resistance is calculated in 
a series circuit.[52] 












 … ..           (24) 
Conductance values are a function of geometry, a photo and schematic of the diffusion 
pump and attached ductwork is illustrated in Figure 4.4-3. 
Conductance1 is determined by the ratio of the diameter D of the duct cubed to the 
effective length 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 and found by the empirical formula[53] 
                                          𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒1 =  12.1
𝐷3
𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓
                                  (25) 
The effective length includes an angle term for bends in the ductwork[51] 
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                                           𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐿 + 𝐷 + 1.33
𝜃
180
𝐷                                         (26) 
 
Conductance2 is set solely by the aperture size of the duct which limits choked flow[51]  
                                  𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒2 =  11.6
𝜋
4
𝐷2                                         (27) 
The pump speed given on the performance chart is 18000 l/s but with resistance of the 
ductwork the effective pumpspeed is reduced to 6000 l/s. The measured mass per integrated 
pressure∙time and the calculated values for nitrogen are both plotted in Figure 4.7-4.  
To convert the results to water vapor the pressure reading from the ion gauge had to be 
adjusted by dividing by the gas correction factor of 1.12 which is the ratio of ion current 
through nitrogen to that of water vapor. Then the masses were divided by the ratio of the 
molecular weight of nitrogen to water and the results plotted in Figure 4.7-5. A conversion 
factor was found using least squares method of 5342 
𝑚𝑔
𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑟∙𝑠
 with an R2 value of 0.975 
Figure 4.7-3 Photo (left); and schematic (right); of diffusion pump and duct. 
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Figure 4.7-4 Experimental and analytical values of mass of nitrogen 
added to the vacuum chamber vs integrated pressure change 
Figure 4.7-5 Experimental data converted from nitrogen at 
20 °C to water vapor at 50 °C 
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 Uncertainty Analysis 
The resolution of the Fisher Scientific XA-100 analytic balance used in the electrostatic 
fin calibration procedure is 0.1 mg which corresponds to 0.98 µN force. By virtue of the 
enhancement lever this is reduced to about 0.15 µN or 1.7% of the lowest calibration point 
at 8.7 µN. The scale accuracy is 0.001% at full scale which is negligible. The measurement 
error with 95% confidence at this point is 7% so that the worst case thrust measurement 
accuracy is 7.2%. 
The Bayard-Alpert Gauge used for pressure measurement has a repetitive accuracy of 
±5% and the mass flow controller ±1% so that by using the Taylor series method[54] 






                                        (28) 
                                         𝑈𝑓












2                                  (29) 
Dividing by 𝑓2 















= 0.0026                           (30) 
So the uncertainty of measurement 
𝑈𝑓
𝑓
 is 5.1%. The average experimental uncertainty was 
7.2% with 95% confidence so together the total uncertainty is approximately 8.8%  
Uncertainty errors for power, thrust, mass, and Isp are found in Table 4-1, thrust 
uncertainty remains constant above 72.7 µN. 
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Power DAQ ±1 LSB ±15 ppm negligible 
Thrust@8.7 µN LVDT ±1.7% ±7% ±7.2% 
Thrust@32.7 µN LVDT ±0.4% ±3.5% ±3.5% 
Thrust@72.7 µN LVDT ±0.2% ±1% ±1.0% 
Mass Ion Gauge ±7.2% ±5.1% ±8.8% 
Isp@8.7µN µN Calculated   ±11.4% 
Isp@32.7 µN Calculated   ±9.5% 
Isp@72.7 µN Calculated   ±8.9% 
Table 4-1 Uncertainties of Measured Variables 
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CHAPTER 5. FEMTA PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION 
This chapter covers performance measurements of three configurations of FEMTA 
devices. Although nozzle geometry has been constant through all fabrication iterations the 
choice and thickness of heater material and thickness of oxide insulator have varied and 
are listed in table 5. Nozzle widths of all models were 6 – 8 µm with aspect ratios ranging 
from 2 to 8. 
* No new fabrication only heaters replaced 
 
 Second Generation Test Setup 
Thrust testing of second generation nozzles was performed in the 4.2 cubic meter 
vacuum chamber at Purdue’s High Vacuum Lab using the pumpdown/backfill procedure 


















Nichrome 0.7 0.5 200 - 400 200 
Second 
Generation 
Nichrome 1.4 1.9 100 - 200 200 
Third 
Generation 
Vanadium 0.7-1.4 1.8 800 – 2k 500 
Third 
Generation* 
Platinum 0.14 1.8 60 - 80 500 
Table 5-1 Variations in FEMTA heater design 
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generation evaporation tests with minor modifications. The device was rotated so that the 
nozzle exit would have a horizontal orientation for mounting on the thrust stand. The 
pressure relief port was plugged and a new one drilled and tapped in the new vertical 
position. Instead of the active internal pressure control system used on previous tests a 0.5 
psi fixed pressure relief valve was installed to simplify the setup. A photo of the vessel 
mounted on the thrust stand is displayed in Figure 5.1-1. 
 
 Second Generation Test results 
The thicker nichrome layer permitted testing at higher power levels than the Gen1 
models but effective lifetimes of the devices were still limited to a few minutes. 
Electromigration was no longer considered a factor since the current density was a 
Figure 5.1-1 Gen2 FEMTA thrust test setup 
Pressure Relief Valve 
Test Vessel 
Thrust Stand Arm 
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magnitude lower than the accepted limit of 1 x 106 amps/cm 2 .The only models that 
survived more than a few seconds were the AR~8 with the highest aspect ratio and 
theoretically the lowest flow rate. Maximum thrust was measured well below one 
microNewton at all power levels indicating an extremely viscous flow which is expected 
in high aspect ratio channels. 
Two tests were performed using a 7 Volt 100 hz square wave which provided 211 mW 
of applied power. Thrust histories are plotted in Figure 5.2-1 and indicate forces of less 
than 1 microNewton which are within the noise range. Three tests at 431 mW were also 
performed and the results plotted in Figure 5.2-2 and show similar thrusts. 
The thrust to power ratios from these tests of around 1 microNeton per Watt would be 
prohibitive to even an electric thruster that would provide Isp’s in the thousands of seconds 
Figure 5.2-1 Thrust histories for two tests of 60 second pulses at 211 
mW utilizing a 7 Volt 100 hz square wave input 
 
Power On 
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much less the double digits delivered by cold gas. Further testing should verify that this 
nozzle aspect ratio will not provide a valid candidate for any optimized thruster. The next 
tests will address the other end of the fabrication limit with AR~2 nozzles. 
 
 
 Third Generation Test Setup Vanadium Heaters 
The second generation FEMTA nozzles were tested in the 4.2 cubic meter vacuum 
chamber using the microNewton thrust stand. A test vessel was fashioned from a 1 ½ x 1 
½ x 1 inch block of Teflon® with power connections and a fixed pressure relief valve and 
is illustrated in Figure 5.3-1, dimensioned drawings can be found in Appendix D.  
Figure 5.2-2 Thrust histories for three tests of 60 second pulses at 431 
mW utilizing a 10 Volt 100 Hz square wave input 
Power On 
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The relief valve from Gen2 testing was used to reduce pressure from atmospheric to 
just above vapor pressure so that water would not be expelled during the pump down 
process. Teflon was chosen to replace the aluminum model used in thermalvac testing to 
reduce galvanic corrosion due to metals having a dissimilar galvanic indices in an aqueous 
environment. Power to the device was provided by an Agilent E3649A power supply and 
controlled by the labview actuated relay used in the evaporation tests covered in Chapter 
3. 
 
 Third Generation Test Setup Platinum Heaters 
The platinum heaters eliminated the corrosion problems experienced with nichrome 
and vanadium so that a more comprehensive thrust testing format could be implemented. 
These heaters also operated at a lower voltage so that applied power could be controlled 
by a labview program with current augmentation from a unity gain power amplifier.  
Figure 5.3-1 Teflon vessel used for Gen3 testing, schematic (left); mounted on 
thrust stand (right) 
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Testing during the vanadium phase revealed a common failure mode in the pressure 
relief valve which would stick either open or shut during pump down on approximately 
30% of the tests causing the water to either be ejected from the nozzle or to boil of when 
exposed to vacuum. An active internal pressure control (see Figure 5.4.-1) feature similar 
to what was used in the evaporation tests was added to alleviate this problem which also 
permitted monitoring the internal pressure and to raise or lower it at will. Bulk fluid 
Figure 5.4-1 Active internal pressure control; gas line from vessel (left); 
solenoid valve to vacuum (top); pressure transducer and gas line 
feedthrough (bottom).Setup is functional equivalent to the one in Fig. 3.2-2. 
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temperature was monitored by means of an amplified type-T thermocouple for initial AR~2 
nozzle testing as illustrated in Figure 5.4-2. 
 
 Third Generation Test Results - Vanadium Heaters 
The only models tested with the vanadium heaters were of AR~2. The thrust history of 
a 65 mW test is plotted in Figure 5.5-1. The maximum thrust attained exceeded isentropic 
flow calculations through a throat of the same dimensions by a factor of two. This seemed 
to indicate that the flow through the nozzle throat was primarily liquid which was then 
vacuum boiled in the exit cavity. The total impulse was found by integrating thrust over 
time beginning at the start of the power pulse and continuing to the end of the test and 
totaled 12.7 mN∙s. A pressure history of the same test is found in Figure 5.5-2 and the 
change from base pressure was integrated over the same period  
 
 
Figure 5.4-2 Thermocouple amplifier schematic (left); and photo (right). 
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as thrust and totaled 0.008 Torr∙s which converts to 42 mg of water expelled. The Isp is 
then 
                                    𝐼𝑠𝑝 =
𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠∙𝑔
= 30 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠.                                            (31) 
 Three AR~2 nozzles were thrust tested at different dates and varying power levels. 
The resistance of the vanadium tended to increase over time so that constant or repeatable 
power levels were rare. A scatter plot of the Isps attained vs average applied power can be 
found in Figure 5.5-3 and one of impulse to energy ratio vs applied power in Figure 5.5-4. 
Power On 
Figure 5.5-1 Thrust history of 30 second 65 mW pulse on Gen3 
AR~2 nozzle with vanadium heater 
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Figure 5.5-3 Specific Impulse vs applied power for Gen3 AR~2 
nozzles with vanadium heaters 
Figure 5.5-2 Pressure history of 30 second 65 mW pulse on Gen3 
AR~2 nozzle with vanadium heater 
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These plots seem to indicate an extremum at around 50 mW when the Isp is highest but 
impulse to energy (or thrust to power) is lowest as there seems to be an inverse relationship 
between the two. The Coefficient of Performance or COP is a term used in air conditioning 
and is the ratio of cooling power to input power and can be applied here as the ratio of 
energy lost to vaporization to the energy input and is plotted against applied power in 
Figure 5.5-5 and mirrors the impulse to energy ratio. This is expected as the vaporization 
energy is provided by the bulk fluid rather than from the heaters 
 
 
Figure 5.5-4 Impulse to energy ratio vs applied power for Gen3 AR~2 
nozzles with vanadium heaters 
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Figure 5.5-5 Coefficient of performance vs applied 
power. 
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 Third Generation Test Results - Platinum Heaters 
The AR~2 tests with platinum heaters gave results similar to the earlier vanadium 
models in that thrust level and timing was erratic and unstable. The temperature histories 
of the single pulse tests verified the cooling effect seen in the ethylene glycol proof of 
concept experiments, the thrust and temperature histories of a 50 mW single pulse test are 
plotted in Figure 5.6-1, an unwanted impulse occurs before power is applied. 
 
The temperature of 6 grams of water in the reservoir dropped about 1 degree Celsius 
over the course of the test. With the specific heat 𝐶𝑝 =  4.18 
𝑘𝐽
𝑘𝑔∙𝐾
 this correlates to 
Power On 
Figure 5.6-1 Thrust and bulk temp histories for 30 second 50 mW 
pulse on Gen 3 AR~2 nozzle with platinum heaters 
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                             ∆𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 = 𝑚𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 ∙ ∆𝑇𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 ∙ 𝐶𝑝  = 23 𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠                        (32) 
of energy lost. Approximately 13 milligrams of water was ejected as vapor ?̇?. An energy 
balance can be expressed by 
                                                 𝑊 =  ∆𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑠 +  ∆𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑                                            (33) 
Where W is the energy added to the system and 
              ∆𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑠 =  ?̇?(𝐶𝑝 ∙ ∆𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠 +  ℎ𝑣) = 28 𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠                                               (34) 
is the energy change of the ejected mass with vaporization energy ℎ𝑣 = 2.2 𝑀𝐽/𝑘𝑔 .This 
leads to W = 5 J, the known input was 50 mW for 30 seconds or 1.5 J. The other 3.5 J can 
be accounted for by cooling of the walls of the test vessel.   
To ensure this process is thermodynamically valid an entropy generation balance is 
used 
                          ∆𝑆𝑔𝑒𝑛 = (𝑆2 −  𝑆1) 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 + (𝑆2 −  𝑆1) 𝑔𝑎𝑠                                    (35) 
              (𝑆2 −  𝑆1) 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 =  𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑
0 ∗ ∆𝑇𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 ∗ 𝑚𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 = −23 𝐽                           (36) 
Where 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑
0 = 3886 
𝐽
𝑘𝑔∙𝐾
   is the specific entropy change for liquid water. The 
entropy change for the gas has two parts; the change of the liquid to FEMTA firing 
temperature and the change from liquid to gas, and is given by  
                  (𝑆2 −  𝑆1) 𝑔𝑎𝑠 =  𝑚𝑔𝑎𝑠(𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑
0 ∗ ∆𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠 +  ∆𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑠
0 ∗ 𝑇) =  43 𝐽        (37) 
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   is the specific entropy change of vaporization, then ∆𝑆𝑔𝑒𝑛 =  +20 𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 so that 
the second law of thermodynamics is not violated though the exact thermal mechanism is 
yet to be ascertained, 
 Tests on an AR~4 nozzle provided more consistent results so that automated 
multipulse experiments could be conducted without unwanted mass flow or impulse bits 
between desired firing times. A series of tests consisting of 10 equally powered pulses of 
30 second duration and 90 second delays were performed at 25, 50, 75, 125, 150, 200, and 
300 milliWatts. The thrust and power histories of the 75 mW test are plotted in Figure 5.6-
2. These compelling results show highly repeatable behavior with substantial thrust (when 
Figure 5.6-2 Thrust and power history for 10 pulses at 75 mW 
and 30 second duration with 90 second spacing 
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compared to prior attempts in 1st and 2nd generation designs.  Thrust was obtained only 
when commanded 
The power to thrust delay time is on the order of 200 milliseconds and show none of 
the delays and non-commanded thrust episodes displayed by the AR~2 models. This allows 
taking average thrust across the pulse instead of integrating over time as was done with the 
AR~2 tests. Thrust data for all AR~4 tests are plotted in Figure 5.6-3 and display a linear 
trend with power. The thrust to power ratio is plotted with the impulse to energy data from 
the AR~2 tests in Figure 5.6-4 and indicates that the AR~2 nozzles deliver an order of 
magnitude more impulse per energy input than the AR~4 nozzles. Isp’s for both types of 
FEMTA are plotted in Figure 5.6-5 and show that at applied power of 50 mW or less the 
AR~2 provide as good or better performance than the AR~4 but seem to reach a peak near 
Figure 5.6-3 Thrust vs applied power for Gen3 AR~4 nozzle 
with platinum heaters 
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the isentropic limit for a converging nozzle at around 50 mW. Ratios of the vaporization 
energies of the water vapor produced to the total input energy are plotted in Figure 5.6-6 
Figure 5.6-5 Thrust/Power ratios for AR~4 and AR~2 
Figure 5.6-4 Comparison of Isp’s of Gen3 AR~2 and AR~4 
nozzles with applied power 
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against applied power for both nozzles. This should provide a measure of the cooling effect 
that each nozzle might produce. The vaporized mass was adjusted by multiplying the total 
mass ejected by the ratio of measured specific impulse to the ideal isentropic. This plot 
shows no cooling effect at all from the AR~4 while AR~2 removes several times more heat 
than is added. The first goal of future work will be to characterize this phenomenon fully 
so that new generations of FEMTA can possibly be made mission specific to optimize 
whichever qualities are required whether thrust, Isp, or thermal control. 
 
Figure 5.6-6 Coefficient of Performance – energy lost to energy gained 
for Gen3 AR~2 and AR~4 nozzles 
Cooling 
Heating 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED FUTURE WORK  
 Conclusions 
The purpose of this research was to provide a low mass/low power propulsion 
propulsion option for nano (1<kg<10) and pico (<1kg ) class space vehicles. Several 
iterations of microfabricated devices were prepared before a suitable combination of throat 
aspect ratio and heater material was realized to provide substantial results. A medium 
aspect ratio, AR~4, with platinum heaters, provided stable and repeatable thrust from 6 µN 
at 25 mW to 68 µN at 300 mW with an average thrust to power ratio of around 230 µN/W. 
Input potential was only 2 to 5 VDC and on/off response time was around 200 milliseconds. 
Propellant specific impulse is greater than 80 seconds over most of this range which 
exceeds most available larger cold gas systems. System mass including low pressure 
propellant storage can be made less than 1 gram and contain 1 gram of propellant for 
volume less than 2 cm3 to allow easy placement anywhere on the vehicle. The low pressure 
liquid propellant storage means a much greater mass ratio than high pressure systems 
whose effective Isp might be a tiny fraction of that of the propellant. 
The cooling feature has been confirmed in the AR~2 units which have proven 
unreliable as a propulsion system due to meniscus instability leading to increased response 
times and uncommanded impulses. Cooling coefficients of performance with these have 
been as high as 11 and correspond to a greatly enhanced thrust to power ratio as much as 
5 mN/W, an order of magnitude greater than AR~4, because more vaporization energy is 
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extracted from the fluid. Further testing may reveal an optimal aspect ratio such that energy 
and propulsion efficiency can be maximized. The FEMTA concept has proven to be a 
viable candidate for a short term micropropulsion option for smallsats in the pico to nano 
class. 
 Further Testing of Gen 3 Nozzles  
Thrust and temperature measurement of remaining gen 3 specimens is scheduled 
before a new fabrication is to be implemented. Of particular interest are intermediate aspect 
ratios between AR~2 and AR~4 to find the optimum combination of stability and thrust 
and to characterize the dependence of the cooling effect on nozzle geometry. There are 
currently 26 nozzles of AR~6 and AR~8 that can be reassigned for this purpose as 
described earlier. 
Previous efforts at temperature monitoring were only partially successful with varying 
degrees of accuracy. The thermocouple based systems were prone to outside interference 
due to the microvolt signals generated by the metal junctions. Thermistor systems had very 
long response times which made observation of transient conditions impractical. A method 
using bad-gap technology is currently being integrated into the test vessel. The small 
thermal momentum of such devices should provide better resolution than the more bulky 
thermistor assemblies. These are also equipped with onboard analog to digital convertors 
and serial communication circuitry so that external electrical noise can be eliminated. 
Measurement of meniscus position and thermal profile in the nozzle throat can be 
attempted using infrared microscopy during the firing phase of operation. This will 
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hopefully reveal the mechanism for the cooling effect and provide information for 
predicting performance based on aspect ratio. 
 
 Integrated RTD 
External measurement of the internal temperatures in the nozzle appear to be infeasible 
when working at this scale so another method is being investigated. By separating a 1 to 3 
micron wide sliver of the heater material from the main strip a resistance temperature 
detector (RTD) can be achieved with only one fabrication step without having to modify 
the rest of the process. The device illustrated in Fig. 6.3-1 can be made by using a focused 
ion beam (FIB) tool to remove platinum and conductor from the areas specified thus 
electrically isolating the RTD element from the heater body. 
The RTD works on the principle of the temperature dependence of resistivity of 





10 micron wide platinum heaters 
 
3 micron wide platinum RTD 
 
Figure 6.3-1 Schematic of integrated resistance temperature detector 
inside FEMTA nozzle (left); close-up (right). 
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and voltage level monitored which will have a linear relationship with resistance and 
temperature over a given range. The circuit diagram found in Figure 6.3-2 will provide the 
constant current to the wheatstone bridge as well as providing an amplified voltage to be 
processed by the DAQ. 
 
 
 Shutter System 
Quiescent evaporation rates measured in Chapter 3 limit the practical working life of 
the FEMTA assembly due to propellant loss. A system of electrostatically actuated shutters 
has been suggested to reduce exposed throat area to vacuum when not in firing mode. One 
such design is illustrated in Figure 6.4-1, the shutter is connected to a grounded block by 
silicon serpentine springs which hold it in place above the nozzle throat when unpowered. 
Figure 6.3-2 Constant current source and signal amplifier for 
FEMTA RTD. 
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When 10 volts is applied to the charged block, electrostatic attraction moves the shutter 
exposing the throat which can then be fired. The power consumed by the shutter should be 
many times smaller than needed for FEMTA firing. 
 
 Array Fabrication 
Maximum thrust level should be directly proportional to throat length so by fabricating 
multiple nozzles on one die thrust can be increased many fold though with a corresponding 
increase in power and mass consumption. As this is a parallel process, fabrication follows 
the same steps as before the only difference is in mask design. Packaging will have to be 
adapted to accommodate several different firing modes if the nozzles are two be 
individually controlled or retain the simple two wire system if intended for parallel use. A 
6 element 3 by 2 array of 2 mm long nozzles is visualized in Figure 6.5-1.
Serpentine Springs 
 















Figure 6.4-1 Proposed shutter design, schematic (left); close-up of closed 
shutter (center); close-up of open shutter (right) 
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 Propellant Delivery System 
Propellant delivery in a grounded environment is supplied by simple hydrostatic 
pressure in conjunction with the ambient vapor pressure of the liquid. In a zero gravity 
setting liquid would have to be directed to the nozzle by means of either an elastic bladder 
to supply pressure to the fluid or possibly a capillary type system (wick) which might prove 
problematical at higher flow rates. One configuration using the bladder approach is 
illustrated in Figure 6.6-1 which highlights the major components. The casing can be of 
any low density vacuum compatible construction material since internal pressure is on the 
order of 1/10th of an atmosphere. Ribbon cables can supply power and feedback to a thrust 


















Figure 6.5-1 FEMTA 3 X 2 array; mounted on a cubesat (left); 
close-up of die (center); close-up of shutter (right). 
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Figure 6.6-1 Unit assembly for FEMTA device with 1 g of 
propellant; assembled (left) exploded view (right). 
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Appendix A Vacuum Chamber Pumpdown and Fill Procedures 
Vacuum Chamber Operation – High Vacuum 
Pre-start: 
 Check Oil Levels: Blower, Diffusion Pump (see oil levels page) and record in 
Operational Log. 
 Record operational time from Pump counters on Operational Log. 
 Verify quickcool bypass valve is shut, vent valve is open, and drain valve is open 
 Throw pump breaker switches to ON 
 Turn on control panel. 
 Turn main water valve to provide 2 gal/min for Water Flow Switch . 
Vacuum System Operation: High Vacuum 
 Set Gate Valve to OPEN, and Right Angle Valve to CLOSED. 
 Main Pump ON. 
 Check Oil Levels: Main Pump, 
 Chamber pressure ~5 Torr, Turn ON cooling water to Diffusion Pump. 
  turn Blower and Diffusion Pump ON. 
 Turn ion gauge ON when chamber pressure ~ 10^-4 Torr. 
 Adjust Ballast if necessary. 
 Check Diffusion Pump oil level -> at operational temp, set GV CLOSED and 
RAV OPEN. 
Shutdown: High Vacuum 
 Diffusion Pump OFF. 
 Shut quickcool vent valve and open bypass valve, when liquid flows out drain 
valve shut it 
 Observe Ion Gauge read out, when pressure starts to rise, CLOSE RAV,. 
 30-45 mins after turning off Diffusion Pump, Ballast CLOSED, Blower OFF, 
Main Pump OFF. 
 When ion gauge reaches ~2x10^-4 Torr, turn it OFF. 
 Open Vent next to Ion gauge. 
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 Check Diffusion Pump temp, ca. 50 mins after shutdown (diff pump heatsink 
should be cooled down enough to touch!) turn water OFF.  
 Turn OFF main water valve. 
 Throw pump breaker switches to OFF 
 Open Vent on diffusion pump. 
 Shut quickcool bypass valve, open drain valve then vent valve 
 
 
Vacuum Chamber Operation – Low Vacuum 
Pre-start: Low Vacuum 
 Check Oil Levels: Blower, Diffusion Pump(see oil levels page), and record in 
Operational Log. 
 Record operational time from Pump counters on Operational Log. 
 Throw pump breaker switches to ON 
 Turn on control panel. 
Vacuum System Operation: Low Vacuum 
 Set Gate Valve to OPEN, and Right Angle Valve to CLOSED. 
 Main Pump ON. 
 Check Oil Levels: Main Pump. 
 Chamber pressure ~5 Torr, turn Blower ON. 
 Adjust Ballast if necessary. 
Shutdown: Low Vacuum 
 Set Gate Valve to Closed, 
 Ballast CLOSED, Blower OFF, Stokes OFF. 
 Turn water OFF.  
 Turn OFF main water valve.  
 Throw pump breaker switches to OFF 
 Open Vent next to Ion gauge. 
 Open Vent on diffusion pump. 
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Appendix B Matlab Code Used for Data Processing 
% Program to convert and plot test data from voltage to thrust, temp, 
pressures 





heater_res = 62;                     % heater reistance (ohms) 
pulse_length = 30;                   % powered pulse length (s) 
pre_delay = 30;                      % delay before power (s)   
post_delay = 60;                     % settle time after power (s) 
sample_rate = 100;                   % sample rate (hz) 
stand_period = 7.4;                  % 2 oscillation periods of stand (s)              
no_pulses = 10;                      % number of pulses 
monitor_res = 9.8;                   % power monitor resistance (ohms) 
  
total_length = pulse_length + pre_delay + post_delay % total pulse length 
(s) 
  
% find calibration thrust/lvdt voltage coefficients 
  
F = load('calibration.lvm','-ascii');       % calibration file name   
P = calib_coeff(F);                         % polynomial force coefficients 
  
% load raw test data 
  
G = load('25mwx10_30_1.lvm','-ascii');     % test file name  
time = G(:,1);                             % time column  
monitor_voltage = G(:,7);                  % power monitor voltage 
ion_pressure_voltage = G(:,4);            % vacuum chamber pressure (volts) 
femta_pressure_voltage = G(:,6);          % FEMTA internal pressure (volts)   
lvdt = G(:,2);                             % displacement (volts) 
temp_voltage = G(:,9);                     % temperature (volts) 
temp_raw = thermistor(temp_voltage);       % thermistor temperature (C) 
%temp_raw = ttype(temp_voltage);           % thermocouple temperature (C) 
  
% calculate applied power 
  
power = ((monitor_voltage/monitor_res).^2)*heater_res; % Applied Power 
(W) 
  
% calculate initial voltage offset  
  
pre_zero = mean(lvdt(1:stand_period*sample_rate)); % lvdt voltage before 
test 
  
% calculate final voltage offset  
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post_index_high = total_length*sample_rate*no_pulses; 
post_index_low = post_index_high - stand_period*sample_rate; 
post_zero = mean(lvdt(post_index_low:post_index_high)); % lvdt voltage 
after test 
  
% calculate drift slope 
  
slope = (post_zero - pre_zero)/time(post_index_high);   % lvdt drift slope 
(V/s)  
  
% offset raw data 
  
displ_volt = lvdt - pre_zero - slope*time ; 
  
% convert voltage to thrust 
  
thrust = polyval(P,displ_volt); 
  
% convert voltage to pressure 
  
ion_exponent = floor(ion_pressure_voltage) - 11; 
ion_mantissa =(ion_pressure_voltage-floor(ion_pressure_voltage) +.1)/.11; 
ion_pressure_raw = ion_mantissa.*10.^ion_exponent; % ion gauge pressure 
  
femta_pressure_raw = 0.0013332*10.^(2*femta_pressure_voltage); % FEMTA 
pressure 
   
% average data over each second 
  
r = size(ion_pressure_raw); 
rn = floor(r/sample_rate); 
  
for n = 1:rn                                
   time_p(n) = time(n*100); 
   l = (n-1)*100 + 1; 
   u = n*100; 
   femta_pressure(n) = mean(femta_pressure_raw(l:u)); 
   thrust_p(n) = mean(thrust(l:u)); 
   ion_pressure(n) = mean(ion_pressure_raw(l:u)); 






figure1 = figure(1); 
ax = plotyy(time,power*1000,time,thrust) 
xlabel(ax(2),'time (s)','Fontsize',50) 
ylabel(ax(1),'Applied Power (mW)','Fontsize',50) 
ylabel(ax(2),'thrust (microNewtons)','Fontsize',50) 
set(ax,'FontSize',40) 
set(ax(1),'YTick',[0 50 100],'YColor',[0 0 1]) 
set(ax(2),'YTick',[0 10 20 30],'YColor',[0 0.5 0]) 
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ylim(ax(1), [-10 100]) 
ylim(ax(2), [-2 30]) 
xlim(ax(1), [0 total_length*no_pulses]) 
xlim(ax(2), [0 total_length*no_pulses]) 
% end of program 
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Appendix C Procedures Used in Microfabrication 
 Lithography 
       Photolithography begins with the application of a uniform layer of photosensitive 
resin by placing a sample in a G3 wafer spinner (see Figure C-1) applying a thick coating 
of the photoresist (PR), and then spinning it at a predetermined angular velocity for enough 
time that the layer has been thinned to the desired depth.  Layer depth can be as thin as 1 
micron with low viscosity AZ1827 spun at 5000 rpm for 30 seconds or as thick as 20 
microns with higher viscosity AZ9260 spun at 1000 rpm for 60 seconds.  Existing features 
such as channels or protrusions can cause irregularities in layer thickness requiring 
deviation from the standard recipe for flat surfaces. 
Figure C-1 Wafer Spinner 
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The sample is then soft baked on a precision hotplate; which removes volatiles from 
the PR so that the surface firms. Temperature varies with the type of PR usually 115 Celsius 
for AZ1827 and 100 degrees Celsius for AZ9260. Baking times are 75 seconds for AZ1827 
at all thicknesses and 1 minute per micron for AZ9260. The sample must then be allowed 
to rehydrate by drawing moisture from the air, time allowed for this is usually 5 minutes 
per micron. 
The sample is then placed in a mask aligner which positions the sample under the 
lithography mask made of soda lime glass and bearing the desired pattern on a 300 
nanometer layer of chrome or iron oxide. Cheaper chrome masks are used when only one 
layer lithography is being done as the pattern is opaque, iron oxide is transparent with a red 
coloration which allows identification of features underneath which is important if multiple 
lithographies are to be performed. The machine used for these fabrications is a Karl Suss 
MA6 (see Figure C-2) which was chosen as alignments can be made from the backside of 
the sample, via cameras as well as the front side a feature missing on other machines in the 
Birck clean room. After the sample has been aligned properly using the microscope and 
motorized translation stage on MA6 it is exposed to 435 nm blue light from a filtered 
mercury lamp which delivers 14 mW/cm2 of power. Exposure time varies with the 
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thickness and composition of the layer and is one of the variables used to adapt nonstandard 
recipes to an irregular topography. 
After exposure the sample is immersed in the appropriate developing solution; for 
AZ1827 it is MF26 developer, a solution of tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH), 
and for AZ9260 it is a solution of potassium hydroxide (KOH). Concentrations and 
developing times are another variable for consideration. 
 
 Etching 
   Most etching falls within two categories wet or chemical etching and plasma etching 
which can be reactive or nonreactive. Wet etching of silicon is usually done with a masking 
material of either silicon oxide or silicon nitride patterned with the lithography process and 
then submerged in an etching solution, usually potassium hydroxide (KOH) or tetramethyl 
ammonium hydroxide (TMAH). Both etch anisotropically following the planes of the 
Figure C-2 Karl Suss MA6 Mask Aligner 
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silicon crystal. Silicon nitride is a popular masking material for KOH etching of silicon as 
it resists the etchant longer than silicon oxide 
 Wet etching of silicon oxide is done with hydrofluoric acid either alone or in a buffered 
oxide etch (BOE) solution. Etch rates depend on concentration but generally require several 
minutes per micron. Advantages are it is much cheaper and a little faster than plasma 
etching, disadvantages are that etch is isotropic so there is undercut (etching beneath the 
masking material) and the danger associated with hydrofluoric acid. 
Plasma etching systems can be reactive or nonreactive, reactive etching utilizes 
chemical transformation of the material as well as kinetic etching due to fast moving 
plasma whereas nonreactive depends on collisions of the plasma of an inert substance to 
remove material. Deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) of silicon is done primarily using the 
Bosch process where plasma generated from sulfur hexafluoride is used as an etchant 
which is alternated with a plasma of octafluorocyclobutane, an inert polymer, in a 
passivation cycle which coats the walls of the etched medium to protect it from the HF6 to 
provide an anisotropic etch. A typical etch cycle is on the order of 5 to 10 seconds and the 
passivation phase around one third of that which produces an etch rate of 5 to 10 microns 
per minute depending on exact ratio and power settings. A higher passivation time provides 
straighter walls at the expense of a reduced etch rate which is also dependent on the aspect 
ratio of the desired feature. DRI etching is done in the Advanced Silicon Etching (ASE) 
unit in the Birck cleanroom (see Figure C.3). 
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Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) also uses a chemically active directional plasma but does 
not have a passivation cycle so that deep etching becomes isotropic.  
Most metals can be RI etched using chlorine plasma in the Panasonic machine though 
these are generally thin films. Silicon oxide is etched with fluoromethane plasma in the 
Advanced Oxide Etcher (AOE) (see Figure C-4). 
Virtually any material can be anisotropically etched using a high energy inert gas such 
as argon. The disadvantage is that since there is no chemical action the etch rate is very 
tiny, also a great deal of heat is transferred to the substrate from collisions which can be 
damaging. This type of etching is usually done in the Plasmatech RIE system (see Figure 
C-5) and is used to roughen a surface prior to wet etching for faster etching or deposition 
for better adhesion. 
Figure C-3 STS ASE DRIE System 
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Figure C-5 STS AOE RIE System 
Figure C-4 Plasmatech RIE system 
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Most solid materials can be deposited on a suitable substrate by either sputtering or 
vapor deposition. Sputtering involves generating accelerated argon plasma to knock loose 
the particles of a target which have sufficient momentum to reach the desired sample. 
Advantages are that depths of several microns are attainable with a fairly simple machine 
and targets other than precious metals are reasonably priced. Sputtering of nichrome and 
vanadium for this project was done using the Mantis sputtering system owned by the 
Peroullis group (see Figure C-6). 
Another process uses an electron beam to vaporize the metal being deposited, one such 
machine is the CHA e-beam evaporator pictured in Figure C-7. This machine was used to 
Figure C-7 CHA e-beam evaporator. 
Figure C-6 Mantis Tabletop Sputtering System 
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deposit platinum for The Gen3 models. The advantage of this type are very precise control 















Figure C-1 Top (top) and Bottom (bottom) of the evaporative test vessel 
both pieces are cut from ¼ inch polycarbonate sheet. 
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1/16” NPT X 1/4 “ tube 
quick connect 
2 inch diameter by 2 inch long 
acylic tube 1/8 inch wall 2 ½ inch long #6 machine 
screws with nuts 
# 132 viton o ring 
# 012 viton o ring 
1 1/4” nylon washer 
3/4” nylon washer 
Figure D-2 Parts list for evaporative test vessel 
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Figure D-3 Test Stand Support Structure 
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Figure D-4 Ground Fin 
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Figure D-5 Ground Base 
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Figure D-6 Test Stand Middle Connector 
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Figure D-7 Power Fin 
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Figure D-8 Power Base 
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Figure D-9 Power Insert 
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Figure D-10 Spring Housing 
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Figure D-11 Test Stand Upper Connector 
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Figure D-12 Moment Arm 
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Figure D-14 Test Stand assembly 
Figure D-13 Teflon Test Vessel 
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